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Abstract 

Details concerning the creation of the first woman are not described in the sacred book of Muslims, 
the Qurʾān. The best-known passage, usually understood as a description of the creation of the pri-
meval couple, is in the beginning of Sūrat al-Nisāʾ, Chapter of women, which mentions people 
being created from a single soul, nafs wāḥida, from which God also created its mate, zawj. In early 
Islamic exegesis, tafsīr, this notion was elaborated and the nafs became understood as Adam (Ādam) 
and the zawj as Eve (Ḥawwāʾ), the latter being made from the former’s rib – thus, secondarily to 
him. This interpretation was most likely influenced by the religio-cultural milieu, particularly its 
Jewish and Christian traditions. The interpretive information further accumulated and transformed in 
medieval Qurʾānic commentaries, tafāsīr. 

The present study is designed to analyze the diachronic development of the discourse in medieval 
Sunnī tafāsīr on the passage ẖalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin wa-ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā, described 
above. The time frame of the study is from the late 9th to the 15th century, thus, concentrating on the 
classical period of the development of Islamic exegesis. Ten well-known exegetes and their tafāsīr 
were selected for the study. Their exegetic accounts regarding the passage of interest are analyzed 
with a theoretical framework of genealogical and critical linguistic analysis. The focus is on tracing 
the accumulation of potential misogynous elements in the overall style and content of exegeses on 
the creation of the first woman. In addition to obvious manifestations of gender hierarchy, the study 
aims at addressing some implicatures which are likely to contribute to the patriarchal ethos typical 
for many interpretative accounts. 

The passage of interest is understood as the creation of the primeval couple in all commentary 
accounts examined in the study. The concept of nafs wāḥida, single soul, is interpreted as the first 
man, Ādam, and the mate created form this soul, zawj, as Ḥawwāʾ. These elaborated exegetic suppo-
sitions on human creation are further strengthened throughout the classical period during which a 
conclusive command to keep women indoors is repeated time and again. 

Based on the analyses performed in the study, the diachronic development of medieval Sunnī exe-
gesis can be divided into three consecutive discursive stages. The first stage is characterized by nor-
mativization of the concept so that nafs wāḥida, single soul, becomes established as Ādam and the 
mate created form this soul, zawj, as Ḥawwāʾ. The woman is interpreted being made from Ādam’s 
rib, adding details somewhat equivalent to the Biblical Garden narrative. The second stage in the de-
velopment of exegeses on the passage consolidates the normative concept described above. The rib 
becomes crooked – as do the women. The third discursive stage is characterized by expanding the 
normativized and consolidated concept. This is done by adding misogynous notions to earlier inter-
pretations on the creation and parallelizing the creation of the first woman with that of wickedness 
and evil.
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women in Islam, Islamic feminism, discourse analysis
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Ensimmäisen naisen luomisen yksityiskohtia ei juurikaan ole kuvattu muslimien pyhässä kirjassa, 
Koraanissa. Parhaiten tunnettu tekstijakso, joka ymmärretään ensimmäisen parin luomisena, on 
Naisten suuran (Sūrat al-Nisāʾ) alussa oleva maininta. Sen mukaan ihmiset luotiin yhdestä sielusta 
(nafs wāḥida), josta Jumala loi sille myös kumppanin (zawj). Varhaisessa islamilaisessa tulkintape-
rinteessä (tafsīr) tätä täsmennettiin niin, että nafs alettiin ymmärtää Aadamina (Ādam) ja zawj puo-
lestaan miehen kylkiluusta luotuna ja täten häneen nähden toissijaisena Eevana (Ḥawwāʾ). Tähän 
tulkintaan vaikutti todennäköisesti varhaisten muslimiyhteisöjen uskonnollis-kulttuurinen ympäristö 
juutalaisine ja kristillisine perinteineen. Koraanin tulkintaan liittyvä eksegeettinen tieto kumuloitui ja 
muuntui edelleen myöhemmissä keskiaikaisissa Koraani-kommentaareissa (tafāsīr). 

Tässä tutkimuksessa arvioidaan yllä kuvattuun tekstijaksoon (ẖalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin wa-
ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā) liittyvän, keskiaikaisessa sunnalaisessa tulkintaperinteessä muodostuneen 
diskurssin historiallista kehitystä. Tutkimuksen aikaikkuna on myöhäiseltä 800-luvulta 1400-luvulle, 
joten siinä keskitytään tafsīrin kehityksen klassiseen kauteen. Tutkittavaksi valittiin kaikkiaan kym-
menen tunnetun eksegeetin Koraani-kommentaarit. Heidän tulkintansa työn keskiössä olevasta teks-
tijaksosta analysoidaan kvalitatiivisesti genealogisen ja kriittisen lingvistisen analyysin teoreettises-
ta viitekehyksestä käsin. Painopiste on naisen luomista käsittelevän eksegeesin tyylissä ja sisällössä 
mahdollisesti ilmenevien misogynististen elementtien sekä niiden kertymisen jäljittämisessä. Ilmi-
selvien sukupuolihierarkian ilmenemismuotojen lisäksi työssä pyritään osoittamaan piilomerkityk-
siä, joilla on todennäköisesti ollut vaikutusta tulkintaperinteelle tyypillisen patriarkaalisen sävyn ke-
hittymisessä. 

Tutkimuksen kohteena oleva tekstijakso ymärretään kaikissa analysoiduissa kommentaareissa en-
simmäisen parin luomisena. Käsite nafs wāḥida, yksi sielu, tulkitaan ensimmäiseksi mieheksi, Āda-
miksi, ja siitä luotu kumppani, zawj, Ḥawwāʾksi. Nämä ihmisen luomiseen liittyvät käsitykset vah-
vistuvat entisestään läpi klassisen aikakauden, jonka aikana esitetään toistuvasti myös johtopäätel-
mänomainen kehotus pitää naiset sisätiloissa. 

Keskiaikaisen sunnalaisen tulkintaperinteen historiallinen kehitys voidaan tutkimuksen tulosten pe-
rusteella jakaa kolmeen diskursiiviseen vaiheeseen. Näistä ensimmäiselle on tunnusomaista käsit-
teiden normativisointi niin että nafs wāḥida aletaan ymmärtää kiinteästi Ādamiksi ja siitä luotu 
kumppani, zawj, Ḥawwāʾksi, jonka puolestaan käsitetään luodun juuri Ādamin kylkiluusta. Kerto-
mukseen lisätään myös monia muita raamatullisen Paratiisikertomuksen yksityiskohtia. Toinen vaihe 
vahvistaa edellä esitetyn kehityksen, ja samalla kylkiluu, josta nainen on luotu, aletaan ymmärtää 
kierona – kuten naisetkin. Kolmannessa diskursiivisessa vaiheessa konseptia laajennetaan lisäämällä 
uusia misogynistisiä huomioita aiempiin tulkintoihin ja rinnastamalla naisen luominen jopa pahuu-
den syntyyn.
Avainsanat – Nyckelord 
islam, muslimit, Koraani, Koraanin tulkinta, tafsīr, islamilainen tulkintaperinne, luominen islamissa, 
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Technical Notes 

The present study is an MA thesis of Arabic language. Therefore, it contains a lot of direct 

Arabic citations, written with a precise transcription based on the chart presented below. Seve-

ral details in pronunciation are taken into account in case of direct quotes from Arabic texts, 

unlike in the case of proper names. The content of the quotations written in transcribed Arabic 

is explained in English throughout the text. 

Arabic script is avoided for clarity – only the verse containing the passage of interest in this 

study is provided also in the Arabic alphabet in the introductory section. Perhaps unconven-

tionally, Arabic broken plurals are used when the meaning of a specific context is plural in 

which case the singular form is given in notes, and vice versa. For a glossary of the Arabic 

terminology used throughout the study, please see Appendix I. 

All historical names are given in the forms in which they occur in Encyclopaedia of Islam (2nd 

edition). However, they are spelled using the transcription style of the present study (below). 

Some names of well-known cities are written in their English forms – then, the encyclopedic 

name is provided in the notes. Long forms of the exegetes’ names are given in the sub-

headings of the chapters dedicated for each of them. For a list of the commentators, including 

their commentary works analyzed in the present study as well as basic biographical informa-

tion, please see Appendix II. 

If the prophet Muḥammad is referred to without his proper name, the term “Prophet” is 

written with a capital “P”. The names of Ādam and Ḥawwāʾ are used in their English forms, 

Adam and Eve, only when the context is strictly non-Islamic. The blessing formulas after the 

names of the Islamic prophets,  sometimes present in academic studies, are omitted in order to 1

keep the text as readable as possible. To keep the time frame explicit, years are presented 

using Gregorian solar calendar instead of the Hijrī (Islamic) one, often used in Islamic 

context.  2

 Ṣallā ’llāhu ʿalayhi wa-sallam after the prophet Muḥammad, ʿalayhi ’s-salām after other prophets; similarily, 1

raḍiya ’llāhu ʿanhu after companions of the Prophet.
 Converter can be found, for example, at https://www.oriold.uzh.ch/static/hegira.html.2
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Transcription of Arabic 

 ā / ʾ  alif / hamza ء / اا

 b bāʾ بب

 t tāʾ تت

 ṯ ṯāʾ ثث

 j jīm جج

 ḥ ḥāʾ حح

 ẖ ẖāʾ خخ

 d dāl دد

 ḏ ḏāl ذذ

 r rāʾ رر

 z zāy زز

 s sīn سس

 š šīn شش

 ṣ ṣād صص

 ḍ ḍād ضض

 ṭ ṭāʾ طط

 ẓ ẓāʾ ظظ

 ʿ ʿayn عع

 ġ ġayn غ

 f fāʾ فف

 q qāf قق

 k kāf كك

 l lām لل

 m mīm مم

 n nūn نن

ه  h hāʾ 3

 w / ū wāw وو

y / ī yāʾ يي  

 Unless being the first part of an iḍāfa construction, tāʾ marbūṭa – ةة – is transcribed as “a”.3
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Abbreviations 

Ar. – Arabic (language) 

b. – someone’s son in Arabic names 

CDA – critical discourse analysis 

CE – Common Era 

d. – died, indicating the year of person’s death 

DA – discourse analysis 

Eng. – English (language) 

f. – feminine (in grammar) 

lit. – literally  

m. – masculine (in grammar) 

pl. – plural (in grammar) 

sg. – singular (in grammar)  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Introduction – Islamic Interpretive Tradition and Creation of Woman 

For 1400 years, the Qurʾān has been the ultimately authoritative book for Muslims. According 

to Islamic tradition, this sacred scripture is composed of the Arabic revelations from God to 

his last prophet and messenger, Muḥammad, during the first decades of the 7th century CE in 

Arabia.  He recited this message – first in the city of Makka and later on in al-Madīna – to 4

surrounding people who memorized the revealed accounts.  These passages were eventually 5

compiled into a codex, the Qurʾān, during the rule of the third caliph, ʿUṯmān (d. 656),  al-6

though this did not completely end the process of textual canonization.  7

The word al-Qurʾān is best translated as “the recital”.  Muslims consider the Qurʾān to be 8

divine and direct speech by God, inimitable by nature.  Thus, it can’t be properly translated 9

into other languages.  The Qurʾān consists of basic knowledge of faith, such as prohibitions 10

and commands as well as legal and moral aspects.  It is divided into 114 chapters, suwar, 11

each containing several verses, āyāt.  The Qurʾān is a guide for everyday Muslim life in 12

which it is present in numerous different ways. It has been understood as a text meant for all 

times and peoples.  Given this datum, it has been essential to keep its message accessible by 13

interpreting the meanings and implications of the Qurʾānic verses to diverse audiences. 

Creation of Woman in the Qurʾān 

According to both Islamic and Jewish traditions, the world – thus, also humankind – was 

created by God. The overall picture regarding the events of the creation can be seen as quite 

compatible in the holy scriptures of these religions, the Qurʾān and the Hebrew Bible. How-

 For a comprehensive encyclopedic introduction to the prophet Muḥammad, see Buhl 1993.4

 Abdul 1976, 141.5

 The ʿUṯmānic recension superseded the others; Abdul 1976, 141; Ayoub 1984, 2; McAuliffe 1991, 14.6

 McAuliffe 1991, 15.7

 Ayoub 1984, 16.8

 This phenomenon is called iʿjāz in Arabic; Ayoub 1984, 1–2; Gätje 1976, 30–31.9

 Gätje 1976, 31.10

 Ayoub 1984, 18.11

 Sgs. sūra, āya.12

 Ayoub 1984, 7, 24–25; for a comprehensive encyclopedic article on the Qurʾān, see Pearson 1986.13
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ever, there are some literal as well as functional differences between the two.  Especially the 14

matter of creating the first woman, along with her role in the early events, differs not only in 

details but also by nature between the Qurʾānic and Biblical texts.   15

There are two continuous and quite different kinds of stories concerning the origin of human-

kind in the Hebrew Bible.  In the Qurʾān, there is no homogeneous passage describing either 16

the creation of the world or that of the humankind.  However, one may attempt to compose a 17

somewhat chronological narrative of the early events from separate āyāt within several suwar, 

representing scenes from the story of the primordial human beings, Ādam and his spouse.  18

In the Bible, Eve was created out of Adam’s rib while he was sleeping to accompany Adam 

since he was lonely,  whereas the other Biblical story of creation depicts a simultaneous 19

creation of Adam and Eve.  The former is also a part of the so-called Garden narrative de-20

scribing the beginning of humanity and the primeval couple’s life in the garden of Eden, con-

taining also a description of the so-called “Fall” of human.  The Qurʾān, however, portrays 21

the connection between the first two human beings very differently. 

There are several different passages in the Qurʾānic text in terms of human creation,  many 22

of which do not have parallels in the Genesis. The Qurʾān describes humankind being created 

from clay, dust/mud,  or fluid,  after which God blew his spirit into him.  There is no cate-23 24 25

gorical statement that the first human was Ādam – the name might be even used as a collec-

tive noun for humankind.  Furthermore, the given passages do not specify the creation of the 26

 Abdel Haleem 1999, 123; Haas 1941.14

 Abdel Haleem 1999, 123; Roded 2012, 277–278.15

 Genesis 1:26–1:29 & 2:7, 2:18–24; the latter is also the beginning of the so-called Garden narrative.16

 Abdel Haleem 1999, 125.17

 Löfstedt 2005, 455–457; Sadia 2012, 961–964; both authors perform a comparison of this narrative to that of 18

the Hebrew Bible.
 Genesis 2:18–23; Sadia 2012, 962.19

 Genesis 1:26–27; Roded 2012, 278.20

 Genesis 2:4b–3:24.21

 Haas 1941, 268–269; Smith & Haddad 1982, 136.22

 Qurʾān 3:59 (dust), 6:2 (clay), 7:12 (clay), 15:26 (clay, mud), 15:28 (clay, mud), 22:5 (dust), 23:12 (clay), 32:7 23

(clay), 35:11 (dust), 38:71 (clay), 40:67 (dust), 55:14 (clay).
 Qurʾān 16:4 (drop), 22:5 (drop), 25:54 (water), 35:11 (drop), 40:67 (drop), 76:2 (drop), 86:6 (water).24

 Qurʾān 15:29, 32:9, 38:72.25

 Hassan 1991, 71.26
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primordial woman and they can be seen better as allusions of it. However, the Qurʾān portrays 

a contemporaneous creation of the first couple in five verses.  27

Perhaps the best-known passage, usually understood as a description of the creation of the 

first couple, is in the beginning of Sūrat al-Nisāʾ.  It presents people being created from a 28

single soul, nafs wāḥida, from which God created its mate, zawj, so that they would multiply 

into numerous men and women: 

يیا أأيَیُّهھَا االنّاسُس ااتَّقواا رَربَُّكُم االَّذيي َخلَقَُكم ِمن نَفٍس ووااِحَدةٍة وَوَخلََق ِمنهھا زَزووَجهھا  

َ كانَن َعليَیُكم رَرقيیبًا  َ االَّذيي تَساَءلونَن بهِِھ وَوااألرَرحامَم إإنِنَّ هللاَّ وَوبَثَّ ِمنهھُما رِرجاًال َكثيیًراا وَونِساًء وَوااتَّقُواا هللاَّ

 O mankind, fear your Lord, who created you from one soul and created from it its mate 
 and dispersed from both of them many men and women. And fear Allah, through whom you  

 ask one  another, and the wombs. Indeed Allah is ever, over you, an Observer.  29

It is noteworthy that the word nafs, soul, used in the verse is grammatically feminine whereas 

the word zawj, mate, is masculine. Thus, according to this passage, God created a feminine 

soul and from her he created her masculine mate.  A total of five verses in the Qurʾān men-30

tion human beings having been created from a single soul, min nafsin wāḥidatin,  and some 31

verses also mention the creation of its mate, zawj.  32

The Qurʾān does not specify either the exact way or the substance of which the first woman 

was created.  The purpose of her creation remains vague, as well.  One potential reason is 33 34

that the primordial couple could repose in each other’s company,  the need being mutual.  35 36

 Qurʾān 4:1, 7:189, 35:11, 39:6, 49:13.27

 Eng. “Chapter of women”.28

 Qurʾān 4:1; the part marked in bold-case is at the focus of the present study; translation according to Ṣaḥīḥ 29

International – available at https://quran.com/4/1. 
 For a thorough description of the grammatical details, see Hassan 1985; the creation mentioned in this verse is 30

generally understood as being described in gender-neutral terms.
 Qurʾān 4:1, 6:98, 7:189, 31:28, 39:6.31

 Qurʾān 4:1, 7:189, 30:21, 39:6, 42:11; it is noteworthy that the word zawj (pl. azwāj) appears in the Qurʾān 32

and other classical texts only in its masculine form even though a feminine form, zawja (pl. zawjāt), would be 
theoretically possible.

 Bauer 2008, 25, 28; Kvam et al. 1999, 157; Stowasser 1996, 25.33

 Kvam et al. 1999, 157.34

 Qurʾān 7:189, 30:21.35

 Qurʾān 2:187.36
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Although the name of Ādam’s spouse is not mentioned in the Qurʾān,  Ādam’s mate is ad-37

dressed in several verses.  Subsequent Islamic tradition identifies the first woman by the 38

name Ḥawwāʾ.  39

In the Qurʾān, Ādam and his mate can be depicted as the first couple, also admitted into the 

paradise simultaneously.  However, unlike in the Hebrew Bible,  the spouses are not men-40 41

tioned to have become one flesh. Nevertheless, Ādam and his spouse are the parents of all 

human beings.  Pairing is, indeed, essential to all creation in the Qurʾān.  Both male and fe-42 43

male seem to be significant in the creation of humanity, based on which they can also be 

understood to represent complete equality.  44

Islamic Exegetic Tradition and Tafsīr 

According to Islamic tradition, the prophet Muḥammad was the first to interpret the revealed 

verses.  His answers to potential questions regarding the content of the revelations were 45

imprinted on the minds of his companions, ṣaḥāba,  although it is possible that just a few of 46

them transmitted namely exegetic traditions.  After Muḥammad’s death in 632, the following 47

generations, tābiʿūn, got acquainted with this knowledge.  Muslims often depict this process 48

as the beginning of the science of aḥādīṯ,  the lore based on Muḥammad’s prophetic tradit-49

ion.  Besides these aḥādīṯ, there were various kinds of traditions reporting actions or words 50

 E.g., Eisenberg 1971; Nickel 2009, 350; Sadia 2012, 962; Smith & Haddad 1982, 136; Stowasser 1996, 25.37

 Qurʾān 2:35, 7:19, 20:117; Eisenberg 1971; Nickel 2009a, 350.38

 E.g., Eisenberg 1971.39

 Qurʾān 2:35.40

 Genesis 2:23.41

 Qurʾān 4:1, 49:12.42

 Anwar 2006, 70; Arpaguş 2013, 132.43

 Anwar 2006, 70; Wadud 1999, 11.44

 Abdul 1976, 141; Gätje 1976, 31; Pregill 2018, 98; Saeed 2006, 8.45

 Abdul 1976, 141; Pregill 2018, 98; Saeed 2006, 9.46

 Saeed 2006, 9.47

 Gätje 1976, 31; McAuliffe 1991, 18–19; Pregill 2018, 98; Saeed 2006, 9; Scheiner 2018, 82–83.48

 Sg. ḥadīṯ.49

 Sunna, i.e., social concept about the past, is constructed on the basis of teachings, deeds, sayings and silent 50

permissions of the Prophet, serving as another authoritative source of maxims besides the Qurʾān. For further 
information on sunna and its role in Muslim life, see Brown 1997; Scheiner 2018.
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of other important early Muslims.  The narrations were first passed orally,  but their textual 51 52

development began towards the end of the 7th century. Aḥādīṯ most likely gained their typical 

form during the first decades of the 8th century.  53

As the ḥadīṯ literature addressed all kinds of matters, exegesis of the Qurʾān started to diverge 

into an independent scholarship,  specializing in making the Qurʾānic discourse more com-54

prehensible.  This practice is based on a Qurʾānic passage mentioning tafsīr,  translated as 55 56

“explaining” or “interpreting”.  The first forms of Qurʾānic exegesis were brief explanations 57

of words, phrases, legal texts, and narratives. In addition to the information conveyed sup-

posedly from the Prophet and his ṣaḥāba, the first Muslim generations also utilized the 

Qurʾān itself, i.e., parts explaining other parts, as well as their own reasoning over ambiguous 

matters in order to enhance the understanding of God’s message.  58

Eventually, exegesis could not be performed solely based on the knowledge transmitted from 

the successors, tābiʿūn, and their successors, tābiʿū al-tābiʿīn. Islamic tradition suggests that 

some scholars attempted to fill up the gap based on their knowledge in various other areas of 

religious sciences.  This was probably the phase in the development of tafsīr during which 59

the persuasions of the Jews and Christians, living in close vicinity of the Muslims, would 

enter the Islamic interpretive tradition.  As an early example, one of the most influential 60

transmitters of traditions, Ibn ʿAbbās (d. 687),  specifically asked the People of the Book, ahl 61

al-kitāb,  for further information. According to a Muslim tradition, albeit a convincingly 62

challenged one, he even wrote his own commentary of the Qurʾān.  On the other hand, Ibn 63

 Scheiner 2018, 80–83.51

 Ayoub 1984, 3; Pregill 2018, 98.52

 Scheiner 2018, 82–83; some written manuscripts emerged by the early 8th century, according to Gilliot 2002.53

 Abdul 1976, 142; Gätje 1976, 32; some of the most influential early exegetes among the tābiʿūn are introduced 54

later in the present study.
 Abdul-Raof 1999, 174; Ayoub 1984, 1.55

 see Qurʾān 25:33; the word is a verbal noun, later also used as a substantive for Qurʾānic commentary (Gilliot 56

2002); pl. tafāsīr.
 Gätje 1976, 32; the word is also used in non-Islamic context, according to Rippin 2000, 83.57

 Saeed 2006, 9, 42.58

 Abdul 1976, 143.59

 Abdul 1976, 143, 146; Ayoub 1984, 32.60

 For a comprehensive introduction to Ibn ʿAbbās’ role in early exegeses, see Berg 2000, 129–136, 173–218.61
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ʿAbbās might have been merely a pseudepigraphic figure, a symbolic advocate for the idea of 

the prophetic origin of Qurʾānic exegesis in the collective memory of the umma, Muslim com-

munity. Nonetheless, early Muslim exegetes seem to have drawn quite freely from the tradi-

tions of ahl al-kitāb.  64

As the Muslim empire expanded, several schools of tafsīr were established, the most impor-

tant one being in Makka.  Similarly, the literature containing exegetic remarks on the Qurʾān 65

developed steadily. As this development took place alongside the discipline of aḥādīṯ, there 

was a growing tendency of using diversified traditions also in the interpretive accounts on 

distinct matters. On the other hand, exegetic traditions also found their way to canonical col-

lections of aḥādīṯ.  For example, a famous compilation by al-Buẖārī (d. 870) even has a sep-66

arate section for them.  In addition, the simultaneous development of Arabic philology and 67

lexicography shaped the science of tafsīr importantly.  68

The growing use of traditions as the main source for interpretation of the Qurʾān marked the 

development of tafsīr bi-’l-maʾṯūr, exegesis based on tradition.  As in the case of aḥādīṯ, 69

more attention was paid on asānīd, chains of transmission.  It became essential to apply rules 70

regarding the authority of traditions – each recorded account was to constitute of a sound and 

reliable isnād.  Tafsīr bi-’l-maʾṯūr can be depicted as the core of exegesis within the Sunnī 71

orthodoxy.  72

Along with the word tafsīr, still used for commentary literature of the Qurʾān, early exegetes 

synonymously used another term, taʾwīl, to describe their effort. Later on, however, the mean-

ing of tafsīr stabilized as general elucidation of a verse, discovering its exoteric meaning, 

ẓāhir, and concentrating on the transmission of traditions. Comparably, taʾwīl became under-

 Pregill 2008, 104, 110.64

 Ayoub 1984, 27.65

 Abdul 1976, 143; Gätje 1976, 33; Pregill 2018, 99.66

 Abdul 1976, 143; Gätje 1976, 33; for encyclopedic information on Muḥammad b. Ismāʿīl al-Buẖārī, see 67

Robson 1989c.
 Abdul 1976, 143–145; Gilliot 2002.68
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stood more as an attempt to explicate both the general and particular meanings of each word 

in the Qurʾān, aiming at finding a deeper comprehension and potential esoteric aspects, bāṭin, 

to it.  Thus, taʾwīl became more of a term used in conjunction with tafsīr bi-’l-raʾy,  73 74

opinion-based exegesis.  However, it should be noted that the potential dichotomy might be 75

more like a later enhancement to the historiography of tafsīr. Nevertheless, some differences 

in approaches probably emerged quite early on.  76

The so-called formative period, extending from the prophet Muḥammad’s life onwards, was 

somewhat completed by the time of the famous exegete, mufassir,  and the milestone of es-77

tablished discipline of tafsīr, al-Ṭabarī (d. 923).  The time was characterized by intense de-78

velopment in various other areas of religious sciences.  

During the following, so-called classical period of tafsīr, the styles of exegesis were further 

diversified.  The interpretative scholarship, ʿilm al-tafsīr, was shaped by the rise of distinct 79

schools of jurisprudence,  fiqh, and theology, kalām.  Some mufassirūn kept drawing from 80 81

non-canonical sources such as classical poetry or isrāʾīlīyāt.  Historicization of the text by 82

general tools of narrative was, in fact, a remarkable feature in instilling the Qurʾān in 

everyday life of the Muslim community. As the mufassirūn each had their own goals and 

concerns, their works contained a personal set of elements such as history, grammar, seman-

tics, or folklore.  An individual exegete might have paid special attention, for example, to 83

legal, theological, moral, philosophical, religio-political, or mystical aspects.  84

 Ayoub 1984, 20–21; Gätje 1976, 32; Saeed 2006, 58.73
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There also appeared a change in the overall style of tafsīr. Notably, reliance on the citations of 

different authorities grew causing a tendency towards proliferation of meanings. Furthermore, 

the exegetes built upon the past so that the interpretative information accumulated within their 

works. Importantly, as tafāsīr were often composed of atomistic traditions, the narrations used 

in each work were always a matter of individual choice, reflecting the author’s personal 

interests and the context. There were substantial debates within the discipline, also affecting 

the manuscripts produced.  85

Interpretive Tradition and Ḥawwāʾ 

The development of Islamic interpretive tradition is naturally far more complex than the 

oversimplifying and somewhat traditional description above. In fact, prophetic traditions form 

only a minor part of the commentary material on the Qurʾān.  In addition to the diverged 86

other sources of exegetic information, various surrounding traditions had a remarkable influ-

ence on the developing Islamic exegetical corpus and ḥadīṯ literature.  There was obvious 87

cross-cultural communication between the early Muslim community and the ahl al-kitāb, the 

need for which was, in part, the endeavor for narrative coherency due to the ellipticity of 

Qurʾānic passages.  The assimilation of their material during the early Islamic history has 88

been suggested to have been pervasive and fundamental.  This can be seen specifically in 89

terms of the discourse on the creation of the primeval woman.  90

Many of the early exegetes had some familiarity with the Biblical tradition: for example, Ibn 

ʿAbbās, already mentioned in an equivalent connection above, was even called the “rabbi” of 

the Arabs.  Besides the Hebrew Bible, many of the narrative details conveyed to Islamic exe-91

getic works, were adopted from Rabbinic literature and/or the Syriac “Cave of Treasures”, a 

 Rippin 2000, 85–86.85
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Christianized salvation history retelling the Biblical narrative from creation to Pentecost and 

further elaborating the Garden narrative.  This extraneous material rapidly introduced the 92

“rib story”, as well as the name of Ḥawwāʾ, to early Muslim understanding and exegetic ac-

counts on the matter. 

Ḥadīṯ literature, being compiled and discussed with a growing tendency during the formative 

period, also adopted the concept of rib as the substance from which the woman had been 

created. Thus, the phenomenon was not restricted solely to significant secondary sources but 

it also found a way into the most authoritative two canonical collections of aḥādīṯ – Ṣaḥīḥ al-

Buẖārī and Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim,  i.e., ṣaḥīḥān,  compiled during the 9th century.  There are three 93 94 95

accounts in each reporting woman being created from a crooked rib, albeit not specifying the 

rib being one of Ādam.  However, in terms of their asānīd, these aḥādīṯ have been lately 96

claimed as ġarīb, i.e., the lowest grade based on a number of single reporters as transmitters, 

and ḍaʿīf (weak) based on a number of unreliable transmitters. Furthermore, they are all cited 

by a possibly controversial authority, Abū Hurayra.  As ḥadīṯ literature favored the rib story, 97

it also shaped the Islamic version of the creation narrative: the first woman was made 

derivatively out of man’s rib, secondarily to Ādam, therefore also inferior to him.  This view 98

is still lamentably common among contemporary Muslims.  

 For further information on the extraneous material contributing to the early tradition on Ḥawwāʾ, see Bronson 92

2012; 2014; Eisenberg 1971; Hassan 1985; 1991.
 For encyclopedic information on Muslim b. al-Ḥajjāj, see Juynboll 1993.93
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The setting – Genealogical and Linguistic Discourse Analysis of Tafāsīr on Q4:1 

In Islamic tradition, the creation of the first woman is an interesting example of the accumu-

lation of interpretative material and its plasticity. In spite of the essential difference in the 

details regarding the creation of the first woman between the Qurʾān and the Hebrew Bible, 

exegetes have long interpreted the passages on the matter quite similarly – thus, Ḥawwāʾs po-

tential creation from Ādam’s rib also penetrated into the Islamic tradition,  most likely as a 99

consequence of loosely-defined Biblical influence and extraneous material from the accultur-

ating milieu.  100

During the classical period of its development, tafsīr as a genre became highly divergent. Me-

dieval commentaries have been characterized by a tendency towards proliferating meanings 

and the exegetes building upon the past. Thus, interpretative information both accumulated 

and transformed in their works. Moreover, the material selected for tafāsīr was always a mat-

ter of individual choice, reflecting the author’s personal interests.  The creation of the first 101

woman was not an exception to this. 

Aim of the Study 

The present study is designed to identify and analyze the extra-Qurʾānic elements concerning 

the creation of woman in medieval Sunnī tafāsīr.  A special interest is in the diachronic de-102

velopment of the discourse and in tracing the accumulation of potential misogynous elements 

in the overall style and content of exegesis on the creation of the first woman. In addition to 

obvious manifestations of gender hierarchy, the study aims at addressing some implicatures 

which are likely to contribute to the patriarchal ethos in the commentary accounts to be exam-

ined. 
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The Qurʾānic Passage of Interest 

The present study focuses on one relatively short passage of the Qurʾān: a part of the first 

verse in Sūrat al-Nisāʾ (from here on Q4:1), introduced above. This passage, ẖalaqakum min 

nafsin wāḥidatin wa-ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā, is referred to as “the passage” in the following 

chapters. The passage of interest has, for long, been one of the best-known Qurʾānic accounts 

on human creation among Muslims. Although the aim is at studying the interpretations of the 

selected passage from a gender perspective, focusing on this specific passage also provides a 

tool for a crosscut of medieval tafāsīr. 

Selection and Description of the Exegetes 

The present study examines tafāsīr by ten medieval Sunnī mufassirūn. The scholars are cho-

sen to represent the era from the end of the formative period of Islam onwards. However, the 

study is clearly restricted to premodern time. Thus, the time frame of the study is between late 

9th and 15th centuries, in terms of the writing process of the analyzed exegetic accounts. 

The presumption is that each of the mufassirūn represented faith-based Islamic scholarship in 

their eras. They seem to have been multitalented and prominent figures in their communities 

contributing compendiously to Islamic education, science and religious matters. It is a fore-

gone conclusion that the medieval writers do not share mores with contemporary readers 

which makes it unjust to coarsely accuse them of misogyny. Their attitude should rather be 

classified as patriarchal.  I argue, however, that some statements and interpretative choices 103

they make can be depicted as misogynist. 

Medieval exegetes were well aware of the variety of potential sources for their exegetic 

works. They utilized previous interpretations, prophetic aḥādīṯ, other early traditions, poetry, 

and philology, as well as their knowledge on jurisprudence and theology. Importantly, the ma-

terial based on which the explication was reasoned was a personal choice depending on vari-

 In accordance with Karin Bauer’s work 2008, 6.103
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ous factors. Thus, the process necessarily contained an individual tone which, in turn, re-

flected the multidimensional cultural contexts. The effect of these diverse elements are at the 

secondary focus of this study. 

Due to the intention to study diachronic development and accumulation of exegetic informa-

tion, it is rational to focus on one, albeit loosely-defined Islamic tradition. Since the Sunnī de-

nomination has dominated the big picture of Islam, the study is restricted to representatives of 

this branch, assuming some circulation of exegetic material between medieval Sunnī scholars. 

Although limited to Sunnī exegesis, the spectrum of the chosen exegetes is wide in terms of 

their geographical location, juristic affiliations and theological orientation. Furthermore, they 

represent diverged views regarding their approach: most of them supported tafsīr bi-’l-maʾṯūr, 

but some were advocates of tafsīr bi-’l-raʾy. This heterogeneity, however, seemed appropriate 

noting that the development of interpretation is not straightforward but rather a mixture of 

manifold parameters. 

It is obvious that, in the course of time, there have been exegetic works which have not sur-

vived until the modern day. This is a natural limitation a reader should be aware of. A more 

disputable limitation is that, mainly due to the limited extent of this study, not all still-known 

Sunnī exegeses from the time period were included – as a matter of fact, the selection was 

made quite intuitively focusing on the ones most often mentioned in academic or contempo-

rary Muslim discussions on medieval tafāsīr.  There was, however, a volitional intent to as-104

semble a temporally, geographically and confessionally representative set of Sunnī exegetes 

whose works are still well known by contemporary Muslims. Furthermore, the dependence of 

some scholars on each other was taken into account – for example, many of the Šāfiʿī exe-

getes relied heavily on earlier works within their own maḏhab, school of jurisprudence. 

The ten medieval Sunnī exegetes finally chosen for the present study are al-Ṭabarī (d. 923), 

Ibn Abī Ḥātim (d. 938), Abū al-Layṯ (d. 983), al-Wāḥidī (d. 1076), al-Zamaẖšarī (d. 1144), al-

Rāzī (d. 1210), al-Qurṭubī (d. 1273), Abū Ḥayyān (d. 1344), Ibn Kaṯīr (d. 1373), and al-Suyūṭī 

(d. 1505). In addition, al-Suyūṭī’s collaborative work with his teacher, al-Maḥallī (d. 1459), 

 Especially the summaries of commentary accounts provided in Nasr et al. 2015.104
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was included. A more comprehensive introduction of each exegete is given in the analysis sec-

tion of the study. 

In terms of juristic affiliation, six of the selected exegetes were originally Šāfiʿī, two Ḥanafī, 

one Mālikī and one Ẓāhirī. However, Abū Ḥayyān as a former Ẓāhirī later followed Šāfiʿī 

school of law,  whereas al-Ṭabarī’s juristic views developed into a separate maḏhab, 105

Jarīriyya, albeit very close to Šāfiʿī principles.  Geographically, a total of six of the exegetes 106

represent Central Asia and Northern Persia, one Syria, one Egypt, and two al-Andalus. The 

two Andalusian scholars, however, both moved and made their scholarly career in Egypt. As 

to their theological orientations, only one (al-Zamaẖšarī) was a Muʿtazilī the rest being Ašʿarī. 

Regarding the interpretative approaches, two of the exegetes represent tafsīr bi-’l-raʾy (al-

Zamaẖšarī and al-Rāzī), the rest relying on traditions, tafsīr bi-’l-maʾṯūr. 

Theoretical Framework 

The main, albeit somewhat loose, theoretical framework for this study is discourse analysis 

(DA). It contains diverse approaches dealing with social and cognitive study of language. It is 

not a rigid theory which would provide concrete analytical tools. Instead, it provides an inter-

disciplinary approach inside which each researcher can choose the emphasis most suitable for 

the study in question.  Discourse analysis combines textual analysis with other modes of so-107

cial studies. It can be further divided into critical and analytic (the latter being also referred to 

as “interpretive” or “constructivist”) approaches. Choosing between them is never a dichoto-

mous choice but a matter of stress on either side.   108

Critical discourse analysis (CDA) combines the concepts of discourse and critical theories. It 

examines discursive practices that contribute to social structures and ideologies or represent 

them. There is a special focus on power and dominance: the assumption is that discourse 

 Glazer 1989, 126; Saad 2012, 4181–4183.105

 Bosworth 2000, 11.106

 Fairclough 1992, 12–36.107

 Fairclough 1992, 12; Phillips & Hardy 2002, 19–22.108
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structures establish inequality and injustice. The basis of CDA is that the researcher supposes 

the examined discourse to contain manifestations of hegemony or asymmetry of power, focus-

ing on the use of language and the consequentiality of it.  As the present study aims at point-109

ing out misogynous attitudes representing gender-based hegemony in the interpretive ac-

counts of the Qurʾān, it is fair to avow this basis as the theoretical framework for the analyses. 

Furthermore, as the study examines the role of language in the maintenance of gender-based 

social asymmetry, it could be possible to classify it as feminist CDA.  However, as a person-110

al choice, I avoid the term “feminist” in this study. 

Critical discourse analysis can be subdivided on the basis of focus either on context (macro 

level) or text (micro level). An approach focusing strictly on the micro level can be referred to 

as critical linguistic analysis. It examines, for example, metaphors or rhetoric strategies which 

produce, maintain and legitimize hegemony. However, this is not a rigid categorization but a 

continuum.  Although the present study mainly focuses on texts, it also aims – to some ex-111

tent – to examine the context-dependency of Qurʾānic exegesis in question. 

In addition to its adherence to linguistically orientated CDA, the present study has a special 

interest in the diachronic development of the interpretations. The potential changes over time 

can be traced using a genealogical approach assuming that they represent a historical lineage. 

Genealogy, introduced in sociological context by the French sociologist Michel Foucault,  112

can loosely be defined as a reconstruction of historical development. It attempts to examine 

the pluralistic past and discover how power has affected the formation of understanding. Ge-

nealogical ethos is likely to extend and improve the tools provided by CDA especially in con-

junction with historical textual sources.  Due to the discursive connection of each new com-113

mentary with the previous tradition, tafsīr has been suggested to represent a genealogical tra-

dition as it is.  Thus, the framework of genealogical CDA suits well the discourse presented 114

in the commentary material at the focus of this study. 
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Qualitative Analysis of the Data 

All of the chosen exegetes wrote in Arabic – this was actually a selection criteria for the study. 

None of the individual tafāsīr chosen to the study have been fully translated into English, and 

only one, that of Ibn Kaṯīr, has been partly translated. In addition, al-Suyūṭī’s collaborative 

work with his teacher, introduced briefly after his personal work, has been translated into 

English. In every case, all the primary sources were read in Arabic and the analyses are based 

on the Arabic text.  115

The methods and specific analytical tools within CDA are diverse, but the primary units of 

these analyses are texts. The objective can relate to linguistic features or interaction with other 

texts in the discursive field. The focus might also be on what is excluded from the text. Fur-

thermore, the genre of the texts should also be considered as the texts within the particular 

genre usually follow certain conventions representing ideological features.  116

This study focuses on the genre of tafsīr which is approached from several perspectives. First, 

the accounts are analyzed in terms of their linguistic content. This takes into account several 

details in diction and phrasing, potentially representing gender aspects and attitudes. Second, 

as an individual exegesis is always a matter of material selection, the choices of inclusion and/

or exclusion made by the exegetes are discussed in connection with previous commentary ac-

counts within the genre. Third, personal interpretative notions are pointed out and their poten-

tial repetition in later accounts is noted. 

 In addition, Genesis, i.e., the First Book of Moses in the Hebrew Bible, was read in Hebrew.115

 Cramer 2009, 328. 116
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Literature Review – Gender-focused Research within the Genre of Tafsīr 

Tafsīr on the Creation of Woman 

Early Muslim discourse on Ḥawwāʾ has been studied by Catherine Bronson focusing on the 

formative period (from the 7th to 9/10th centuries) of Islam. As the author discovered that the 

earliest debate was conducted outside Qurʾānic boundaries, she historicized the formative ex-

egetical discourse on Ḥawwāʾ by examining the literary relationship between tafsīr, so-called 

quasi-historical traditions, and late-antique accounts on the first woman. In addition, Bronson 

addressed the origin of some post-Qurʾānic remarks on the first woman.  The article is based 117

on Bronson’s dissertation study analyzing the Qurʾānic passages on Ḥawwāʾ and the forma-

tive exegetic material connected with it. Her primary literary sources are tafāsīr, qiṣaṣ al-

anbiyāʾ, and aḥādīṯ. In addition, the author present a literary analysis of Genesis 1–3 and 

some non-canonical material. The study provides a comprehensive overview on the Muslim 

understanding of Ḥawwāʾ during the formative stage of Islam.  However, due to the chosen 118

time frame the only exegete it shares with the present study is al-Ṭabarī. 

The diachronic development of early and medieval tafāsīr has been studied – addressing 

gender relations, in particular – regarding Q4:1 and two other Qurʾānic verses (2:228 and 

4:43). In her dissertation study, Karen Bauer, however, does not specify her theoretical frame-

work but describes her method as “analysis of diachronic development” and the subject matter 

of the study as “exegetes’ interpretations of women’s status and roles”.  Nevertheless, the 119

thesis is a justifiable selection of gender-related verses in conjunction with which the author 

performs a comprehensive introduction to the interpretative history. The conclusion is that the 

patriarchal way of understanding the verses of interest is apparent throughout the study as 

nearly all commentary accounts contain some assumptions on gender differences.  Further-120

 Bronson 2014.117

 Bronson 2012.118

 Bauer 2008, 1–2.119

 Bauer 2008, 182.120
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more, Bauer states that individual judgement and the mores of the time had a more remark-

able role in the exegeses than the potential sources.  121

On the basis of her dissertation introduced above, Karen Bauer has published a book in a part 

of which she focuses on the creation of the first woman. She gives a fairly detailed review on 

the medieval – as well as contemporary – interpretive accounts.  As in her PhD thesis, she 122

also addresses two other gender-related Qurʾānic verses from the same perspective. Naturally, 

her conclusions are similar to those of her dissertation. 

Interpretations of some gender-specific Qurʾānic accounts by formative and classical exe-

getes have been recently studied by Aisha Geissinger.  In her book on gender and Muslim 123

construction of exegetic authority, she claims that the exegetes textually recreated and reaf-

firmed late-antique perceptions of gender by intertwining these discourses. She suggests that 

the rib narrative fitted well in the dominant discourses of the time. The author notes that espe-

cially the story of Ḥawwāʾs creation from Ādam’s rib presents the woman – or women in gen-

eral – as physically, intellectually, spiritually, and socially inferior. However, the study intro-

duces the medieval interpretations on Q4:1 with only a few content-related notions.  In ad-124

dition, Qurʾānic verses 4:34, 33:6, 33:34 and 43:18 are discussed similarly.  As a whole, the 125

book provides a thorough overview on its topic. 

Exegetical views on Q4:1 from past to present have been briefly studied using conceptual 

analysis. The study by Hatice Arpaguş provides an introduction to the creation of woman by 

noting that there seems to be nearly a consensus on the premodern interpretation of nafs 

wāḥida referring to Ādam but some variance in terms of ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā. The author 

gives a compendium especially to al-Rāzī’s commentary account paying much less attention 

to the other 10 exegetes she examines. Only al-Ṭabarī gets a few content-related notions.  126

The conclusion of the study is that the Jews and Christians have played a significant role in 

 Bauer 2008, iii.121

 Bauer 2015, 101–160.122

 Geissinger 2015.123

 Geissinger 2015, 38–41.124

 Geissinger 2015, 42–65.125

 Arpaguş 2013, 118–123.126
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the content of the interpretations. Furthermore, the author claims that the dominant view on 

the interpretation of Q4:1 implies that “the woman’s status falls to a secondary level in the 

existential plane and she becomes an instrument of the man”. She finds it unacceptable to 

articulate that woman was created from a crooked rib of man, especially from his left side.  127

The discrepancy between previous and contemporary Muslim scholars’ perceptions of the po-

tential similarity of Ādam’s and Ḥawwāʾs creations has recently been studied by examining 

the arguments of different views. Shamsudin and Baharudin present their study as a “qualita-

tive form of study” to “employ data collection method, conducted through library research to 

obtain data relating to the origin of creation of women”. The study introduces some of the 

most important medieval exegetes and their interpretations on the creation of woman, but it 

does not analyze the discursive process or the diachronic change over time. The authors con-

clude that earlier and contemporary scholars have used diversified methodologies as the basis 

of their interpretations.   128

The content of three commentary accounts on Q4:1, also examined in the present study, has 

been summarized by Syafiq Hasyim in connection with his larger review on different exegetic 

passages dealing with gender.  In addition, some early interpretative accounts on Ḥawwāʾ, 129

although in conjuction with Ādam, are provided as a part of a book introducing Islamic 

prophets of the Qur’ān, compiled by Brannon Wheeler.  Similarly, some exegetical accounts 130

on the creation of Ḥawwāʾ are cited in Meir Kister’s studies focusing mainly on Ādam.  131

Furthermore, early exegetic passages on the creation of Ḥawwāʾ are provided in a couple of 

studies examining the Biblical influence on the Islamic image of Ḥawwāʾ.  132

A brief overview of classical and modern Muslim exegetes’ discussions on the aḥādīṯ regard-

ing the creation of woman and the interpretation of nafs wāḥida has been provided in re-

 Arpaguş 2013, 131–132.127

 Shamsudin & Baharudin 2018.128

 Hasyim 2006, 29–34.129

 Wheeler 2002, 15–35.130

 Kister 1988, 110–114; 1993, 143–145.131

 Hadromi-Allouche 2013, 35–44; Hassan 1991, 75–76.132
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sponse to contemporary ḥadīṯ criticism:  Ramli et al. list the selected exegetes to support 133

(claiming this group to be the majority) or not to support the reading of nafs wāḥida as Ādam 

from whom the woman originates.  An example of this modern ḥadīṯ criticism is the famous 134

study by Riffat Hassan, comprehensively introducing the influence of surrounding traditions 

in the formation of Islamic exegetical corpus. The author cites a couple of medieval comment-

ary accounts to prove that ḥadīṯ literature has penetrated into authoritative works on both 

tafsīr and Islamic history.  135

Ḥawwāʾ in Islamic Interpretive Tradition 

Medieval Muslim readings of the creation of woman are briefly addressed in a book focusing 

on the topic also from Jewish and Christian perspectives. Kvam et al. present the Muslim 

tradition divided into three genres of interpretation: formal commentary literature, folklore, 

and mystical contemplation. With respect to the first category, the study focuses solely on al-

Ṭabarī’s accounts on Q2:35 and Q2:36, not the actual creation verses.  In addition, Ruth 136

Roded has performed a comparative study concerning the Jewish and Muslim traditions on 

human creation.  However, the only reference to the premodern Islamic interpretative liter-137

ature is her notion that Ḥawwāʾ has been depicted in negative terms already from the early 

Qurʾānic exegesis onwards.   138

Barbara Stowasser discusses the Islamic image of Ḥawwāʾ as a part of her larger and often-

cited work on women in the Qurʾān and Islamic tradition.  The study describes the Biblical 139

origin of many early exegetic elements as well as al-Ṭabarī’s relationship with it. The author 

further states that traditionalist exegetes seen to have agreed on the primordial man being 

 By contemporary ḥadīṯ criticism I mean critique on the reliability of aḥādīṯ and their authoritative status in 133

Muslim life whereas the same term in conjunction with the first centuries of Islam refers to evaluating and 
classifying the reliability of aḥādīṯ based on asānīd.

 Ramli et al. 2013.134

 Hassan 1985.135

 Kvam et al. 1999, 156–161.136

 Roded 2012.137

 Roded 2012, 278.138

 Stowasser 1996, 25–38.139
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Ādam.  Stowasser’s emphasis with respect to the Garden narrative is on the “fall” part of it, 140

not the creation itself. However, she concludes that by al-Ṭabarī’s time, Qurʾānic content had 

experienced radical reinterpretation and later exegetes continued to use the traditions found in 

al-Ṭabarī’s work.  She briefly describes al-Zamaẖšarī’s, al-Bayḍāwī’s (d. 1286),  al-Rāzī’s, 141 142

and Ibn Kaṯīr’s reasoning over the matter, concentrating there, too, in the chronologically later 

part of the Garden narrative.  143

Similarly, the image of Ḥawwāʾ is discussed in a study making a few notions on medieval 

tafāsīr. Hibba Abugideiri points to some content-related details in them mentioning al-Ṭabarī, 

al-Zamaẖšarī, and al-Ṭabrisī (d. 1153).  She suggests that traditionalist views on Ḥawwāʾs 144

nature and creative purpose reveal contradictory statements and reflect deeply embedded big-

oted conjectures of gender.  In addition, a part of Etin Anwar’s work on gender and self in 145

Islam addresses the creation theories as the basis of ontological self and inclusive humanity.  146

She sums up al-Zamaẖšarī’s and al-Bayḍāwī’s interpretations of nafs wāḥida, and refers to the 

explication of the concept by a modern Egyptian scholar Muḥammad ʿAbduh (d. 1905). The 

references to tafāsīr are mainly annotations as the author’s main focus is on promoting an 

inclusive concept of humanity based on the Qurʾānic notion of men and women sharing the 

same origin, nafs wāḥida.  147

The Garden narrative, as well as the role of Ḥawwāʾ in it, has been examined in the light of 

Qurʾānic passages as well as interpretive accounts on the matter. Smith and Haddad discuss 

some details concerning the exegesis of the creation verses of the Qurʾān: they refer to Ibn 

ʿAbbas, Ibn Masʿūd, al-Rāzī, Ibn Kaṯīr, al-Ṭabrisī, and Abū Ḥayyān, all of whom are also 

mentioned in the present study. However, their main objective is in comparing the image of 

Ḥawwāʾ in the Qurʾān, interpretive tradition and contemporary Muslim views.  148

 Stowasser 1996, 32.140

 Stowasser 1996, 30.141

 al-Bayḍāwī is not included in the present study as he mainly summarizes al-Zamaẖšarī’s work; for further 142

encyclopedic information on al-Bayḍāwī, see Robson 1989b.
 Stowasser 1996, 31–34.143

 al-Ṭabrisī was a Šīʿī scholar and, thus, excluded from the present study.144

 Abugideiri 1996, 518–519.145

 Anwar 2006, 46–71.146

 Anwar 2006, 66, 70.147

 Smith & Haddad 1982.148
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Islamic discussions on Ḥawwāʾ are summarized as a part of a dissertation study on “Biblical 

texts in the light of Qurʾānic model as an Abrahamic theology of women who speak”. Georgi-

na Jardim, as do most of the authors discussing the primeval woman, briefly presents several 

Qurʾānic verses in connection with the Garden narrative but without paying attention to any 

but one exegetical account, that of al-Ṭabarī, and on the “Fall” part of the story.  Similarly, 149

al-Ṭabarī’s commentary accounts referring to the Garden narrative are cited in Denise Spell-

berg’s study reviewing the evolution of Ḥawwāʾs sacred biography.  150

Tafsīr on Other Gender-related Qurʾānic Passages 

Some other gender-related Qurʾānic passages have been studied in the light of modern herme-

neutical approaches. As the focus of Hadia Mubarak’s dissertation is on the interpretations 

made by three modern Muslim exegetes, a diachronic aspect is not considered. However, the 

author provides a review of the premodern exegeses of Q4:34 and Q2:228 by five medieval 

exegetes, also included in the present study, aiming at examining the intersection of modernity 

and Islamic tradition on gender issues on the basis of the specified verses. She concludes that 

the interpretative divergence between modern and premodern exegetes is far from simple.  151

Medieval and contemporary exegeses concerning the Garden narrative and Qurʾānic verses 

4:34 and 9:71 have been briefly examined from a diachronic perspective in Asma Afsarud-

din’s study mentioning classical names of al-Ṭabarī, al-Wāḥidī, al-Rāzī, and al-Qurṭubī.  152

The context-relativity of gender-focused interpretative accounts has also been addressed.  153

Moreover, there has been a number of methodologically unspecified studies presenting medie-

val interpretations on Q4:34.  It is undoubtedly the most studied gender-related Qurʾānic 154

verse, especially from an egalitarian point of view.  

 Jardim 2014, 58–63.149

 Spellberg 1996.150

 Mubarak 2014.151

 Afsaruddin 2015.152

 Khan 2016.153

 E.g., Bauer 2009; Chaudhry 2014, 29–55; Cheema 2014; Elsaidi 2011; al-Hibri 2003; Mahmoud 2006; Roded 154

2015; Scott 2009.
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Medieval Sunnī tafāsīr have previously been studied from a clearly-defined framework of ge-

nealogical discourse analysis. In her innovative study, Omaima Abou-Bakr examines the ac-

cumulation of gender notions in exegeses on the Qurʾānic verse 4:34 and the evolution of the 

original term in it, qawwāmūn,  into a patriarchal construct of qiwāma,  along a chrono-155 156

logical path of tafāsīr. This was done by analyzing additions, transformations, and meaning 

shifts by consecutive exegetes. The study revealed that there were several general strategies to 

construct dominant patriarchal interpretations of the term. The author identified them as con-

ceptualization, separating the term from its Qurʾānic context, generalization, and creating 

meanings reflecting hierarchy. This was done according to the exegetes’ personal views, nat-

urally influenced by their historical and socio-cultural backgrounds. Abou-Bakr presents her 

findings dividing the exegetic material into four discursive stages, the first three – on behalf 

of the time frame potentially applicable to this study – being normativization, consolidation 

and expanding the hierarchical concept of qiwāma.  Methodologically, her study represents 157

by far the most relevant setting concerning the present study: the framework is, indeed, gene-

alogical discourse analysis on gender-related tafāsīr. Abou-Bakr’s article has been my main 

inspiration in contriving the present study. 

Need for the Present Study 

The development of formative Sunnī exegeses on the creation of woman has been previously 

studied, noting also the potential Biblical influence on the content.  In addition, the dia-158

chronic development of medieval tafāsīr regarding the matter has been described with a scope 

on exegetes’ interpretations of women’s status and roles.  Sporadic exegetic accounts in con-159

nection with the creation of woman have been cited in various studies,  and Ḥawwāʾ – the 160

primeval woman – has been studied from diverged perspectives, also focusing on exegetic 

 Eng. “protecter”.155

 Eng. “guardianship”.156

 Abou-Bakr 2015.157

 Bronson 2012; 2014; Hadromi-Allouche 2013; Hassan 1985; Stowasser 1996.158

 Bauer 2008; 2015.159

 Arpaguş 2013; Geissinger 2015,  39–41; Hassan 1985; Hasyim 2006; Kister 1988, 110–114; 1993, 143–147; 160

Ramli et al. 2013; Shamsudin & Baharudin 2018; Wheeler 2002, 15–35.
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material.  Interpretive accounts on other gender-related Qurʾānic passages have been dis-161

cussed diversely, but methodologically in a somewhat unspecified manner.  Diachronic de-162

velopment is considered in a few such studies.  Only Abou-Bakr’s work on Q4:34 resembles 163

the methodological approach of the present study, the framework being genealogical dis-

course analysis.  164

 Abugideiri 1996; Anwar 2006, 46–71; Jardim 2014; Khan 2016; Kvam et al. 1999; Roded 2012; Smith & 161

Haddad 1982; Spellberg 1996; Stowasser 1996, 25–38.
 E.g., Bauer 2009; Chaudhry 2014, 29–55; Cheema 2014; Elsaidi 2011; al-Hibri 2003; Mahmoud 2006; 162

Mubarak 2014; Roded 2015; Scott 2009.
 Abou-Bakr 2015; Afsaruddin 2015; Bauer 2008; 2015; Bronson 2012; 2014.163

 Abou-Bakr 2015, 45, 61.164
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Commentary Accounts on Q4:1 by Ten Medieval Sunnī Exegetes 

1. Abū Jaʿfar Muḥammad b. Jarīr b. Yazīd al-Ṭabarī (d. 923) 

Al-Ṭabarī is by all means one of the best known Muslim exegetes in the Islamic history. He 

was born in Āmul, Ṭabaristān, located in Northern Persia, about 839 CE. Muslim sources 

state that he became a ḥāfiz, a person who knows the Qurʾān and prophetic tradition by heart, 

already at the age of seven. He studied first in al-Rayy, and continued to the intellectual center 

of the Islamic world, Baġdād. He was from a wealthy background which enabled him to travel 

widely for education and research purposes and subsequently work quite independently. He 

first practiced fiqh according to Šāfiʿī school, but later on his views developed into a separate 

maḏhab of Jarīriyya, however, very close to Šāfiʿī principles.  165

Al-Ṭabarī was a polymath, also known as a respected teacher. Perhaps most notably, however, 

he produced a huge magnitude of literature, e.g., juridical and theological manuscripts.  Two 166

of his literary works are even more fundamental: a history of the world, Tārīẖ al-rusul wa-’l-

mulūk, as well as a gigantic commentary of the Qurʾān,  Jāmiʿ al-bayān ʿan taʾwīl āy al-167

Qurʾān.  The commentary was regarded remarkable already during his own life.  Appar-168 169

ently, it is the first major tafsīr surviving until today,  after that of Muqātil ibn Sulaymān,  170 171

whose material, however, al-Ṭabarī did not use.  172

The basis of al-Ṭabarī’s commentary is a large number of exegetic traditions, and thus, it re-

presents a prototype of tafsīr bi-’l-maʾṯūr.  His encyclopedic work can also be characterized 173

 Bosworth 2000, 11–12.165

 Bosworth 2000, 11–12.166

 Gätje 1976, 34; McAuliffe 1988, 47–48.167

 Eng. “Collection of Explanations for the Interpretation of verses of the Qurʾān”.168

 Bosworth 2000, 14.169

 Ayoub 1984, 3.170

 Bosworth 2000, 14; Muqātil ibn Sulaymān’s (d. 765) tafsīr is introduced detailedly in Sinai 2014.171

 Plessner & Rippin 1993, 508.172

 McAuliffe 1988, 48.173
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as narrative-haggadic commentary,  and his approach as intertextual.  Besides being a 174 175

compilation of traditions, preserved by early exegetic authorities, ahl al-taʾwīl, it takes into 

account many methodological aspects.  Al-Ṭabarī made exegesis as synthesis from literary, 176

grammatical, judicial, dogmatic, and theological factors.  He opted for highlighting the se-177

mantic aspects, analyzing linguistic and syntactic features.  He is also acknowledged for his 178

precise use of asānīd, chains of transmitters.  179

Al-Ṭabarī discusses his material multifacetedly, for instance, questioning the doings of tafsīr 

bi-’l-raʾy.  However, he often gives his own opinion on the validity of the interpretative ma-180

terial.  Although his work is highly valued on the basis of early authoritative information, he 181

is seldom referred to as a source himself.  Nevertheless, he can be seen as an establisher of 182

the discipline of exegesis providing a novel forum for Islamic intellectual discourse.  183

At the beginning of his interpretation of the passage at the focus of this study, al-Ṭabarī em-

phasizes lengthily the brotherhood of man based on the creation from a single father and 

mother. He states that the single soul, nafs wāḥida is, indeed, Ādam to which he gives evi-

dence from three traditions credited to al-Suddī (d. 745),  Qatāda (d. 736) and Mujāhid (d. 184

722),  all of whom belong to the repeatedly cited spearheads of exegetical knowledge based 185

on their positions as tābiʿūn of either one of the two influential members of the ṣaḥāba, Ibn 

ʿAbbās (d. 687) and Ibn Masʿūd (d. 653).  186

Next, al-Ṭabarī explains the grammatical discrepancy between the feminine gender of the 

word nafs – and its subsequent attribute wāḥida – and the masculinity of Ādam by citing a 

 Bronson 2014, 30.174

 Abdul-Raof 1999, 176.175

 Cooper 1987, xii; McAuliffe 1988, 48.176

 Bosworth 2000, 14; Shah 2013, 83.177

 Abdul-Raof 1999, 176.178

 Abdul 1976, 146; Gätje 1976, 34.179

 McAuliffe 1988, 48.180

 Gätje 1976, 34.181

 Bauer 2015, 115.182

 Shah 2013, 113–114.183

 I.e., ʿAbd al-Rahmān (d. 745) who became considered as a trustworthy transmitter of early traditions along al-184

Ṭabarī’s commentary work, according to Pregill 2018, 106.
 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 339–340.185

 Cooper 1987, xvi-xvii; al-Ṭabarī gives special credit to Ibn ʿAbbās, according to McAuliffe 1988, 50.186
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poem, abūka ẖalīfatun waladathu uẖrā, your father is a successor whom another bore, re-

ferring to grammatically masculine “father”, abū, being a feminine-looking “successor”, 

ẖalīfatun,  being referred to with a feminine adjective “other”, uẖrā. Interestingly, he points 187

out that a masculine attribute, wāḥid, would have been correct, as well.  188

In regards of the following part of the passage of interest, ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā, al-Ṭabarī 

states, referring generally to ahl al-taʾwīl, that the mate, zawj, mentioned in the verse, is 

Ḥawwāʾ.  To support this notion he presents six traditions, accordingly: 189

The first two traditions, attributed to Mujāhid, report that Ḥawwāʾ was created from the 

shortest rib, quṣayrā,  of Ādam when he was sleeping, wa-huwa nāʾimun. As he woke up he 190

said “woman”, aṯṯā, in Syriac.  The third tradition, attributed to Qatāda, states that [Ḥaw-191

wāʾ] was created from Ādam, ẖuliqat min Ādama, and from one of his ribs, min ḍilʿin min 

aḍlāʿihi.  192

On the authority of al-Suddī, the fourth tradition presents Ādam living in the Garden and 

wondering, without a mate, kāna yamšī fīhā waḥšan wa-laysa lahu zawj, in the company of 

whom to repose,  li-yaskuna ilayhā. Ādam woke up after sleeping and saw a woman, which 193

God had created from his rib, sitting beside his head. He asked what she was and why she was 

created, and she replied “a woman”, imraʾatun, and “for you to repose in my company”, li-

taskuna ilayya.  This tradition marks the creation of woman for man, in addition to the 194

claim that she was created from man. 

 I.e., tāʾ marbūṭa at the end of the word.187

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 339–340.188

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 340–342.189

 A diminutive form of qaṣīr, “short”.190

 Ar. al-Nabaṭiyya; possibly referring to the language of ancient Syria, most likely a western dialect of Aramaic 191

in which many important early Christian texts were written.
 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 341.192

 Sakana ilā, “to find peace and repose in someone’s company” in Ambros 2004, 136; this expression has also 193

been understood as referring to sexual relationship (Bronson 2012, 132–133) and it is often translated as “to 
dwell” or “to repose” in someone.

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 341.194
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In the fifth tradition, attributed to Ibn ʿAbbās, i.e., a companion of the Prophet and perhaps the 

most influential source of traditions,  and “others”, ġayrihi, al-Ṭabarī cites ahl al-kitāb and 195

specifically the People of Torah, describing [God] taking one of Ādam’s left-hand ribs, ḍilʿan 

min aḍlāʿihi min šaqqihi ’l-aysari, and healing its place while Ādam was sleeping. He did not 

wake up, lam yahubb min nawmatihi, until God had created his wife,  Ḥawwāʾ, from his rib. 196

[God] fashioned her into a woman for him to repose in her company: fa-sawwāhā imraʾatan 

li-yaskuna ilayhā – al-Ṭabarī is the only one of the exegetes selected for this study to use the 

verb sawwā, possibly alluding straightening of the rib, for the process from this particular 

substance into a woman.  197

The narrative continues by Ādam waking up. When he saw Ḥawwāʾ in the Garden he said 

“my flesh and my blood and my wife”, laḥmī wa-dammī wa-zawjatī.  So he reposed in her 198

company, fa-sakana ilayhā.  Notably, al-Ṭabarī states that the last retort is what they claim 199

and “God knows best”, wa-’llāhu aʿlam – in classical Arabic, this statement can be interpreted 

as the author’s uncertainty in terms of the reliability of the source.  Although al-Ṭabarī 200

refers to the Jews, the narration slightly differs from that of the Hebrew Bible.  201

On the authority of al-Suddī, already mentioned in conjunction with other narrations, the sixth 

tradition claims abruptly: [God] made Ḥawwāʾ from Ādam, jaʿala min Ādama Ḥawwāʾa.  202

The verb jaʿala means creating something from a pre-existing thing and, thus, it can be inter-

preted as extraction in this context: the first woman was extracted from the man.  The trope 203

suits well the rib story narrated by many of the early exegetic authorities. 

 Cooper 1987, xvi.195

 Interestingly, the gender of the spouse is feminine, zawjatahu, “his wife”, although the word zawj usually 196

appears in classical texts only in its masculine form independently on the context.
 From sawiya, form II: “to fashion” or “to straighten”; however, the same verb is used in Q91:7 to describe 197

God’s creation and perfection of the human nafs; al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 341–342.
 Also here the gender of the spouse is feminine, zawjatī, “my wife”.198

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 341–342.199

 However, contemporary Muslims use it as a part of their attempt to reply to questions about Islam that are 200

difficult to answer with absolute certainty; al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 342.
 In Genesis, the purpose of the creation of woman is, correspondingly, Ādam’s loneliness, but God makes him 201

a ”helpmeet” (Gen 2:18), and the rib which God uses for his creative act is not specified (Gen 2:21).
 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 342.202

 Wadud 1999, 18.203
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2. Ibn Abī Ḥātim – ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Muḥammad b. Idrīs al-Rāzī (d. 938) 

Ibn Abī Ḥātim, son of a famous Muslim scholar, was born in al-Rayy, H̱urāsān.  He became 204

a scholar of aḥādīṯ, starting his career studying with the ḥadīṯ transmitters of his home 

town.  The career was further shaped by opposing views of other scholars, and in response, 205

he wrote perhaps his best-known work, Taqdima, building a genealogy which connects ḥadīṯ 

criticism with earlier authoritative scholars.  In terms of his fiqh affiliation, Ibn Abī Ḥātim 206

was a Šāfiʿī. He was a voluminous writer and biographical information on him is abundant, as 

well.  207

Another of the works Ibn Abī Ḥātim is famous for is his commentary, currently known by the 

name Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm. The part of it surviving today covers a total of 20 suwar, 

including Sūrat al-Nisāʾ and the passage at the focus of this study.  Like al-Ṭabarī, Ibn Abī 208

Ḥātim is known for his meticulous asānīd. Although he reports numerous traditions, he does 

not usually give his own preference over contradictory material, which is probably the most 

momentous difference in comparison with al-Ṭabarī’s work.  209

Concerning the passage of interest in this study, Ibn Abī Ḥātim first cites a tradition, attributed 

to several early exegetes mostly mentioned already by al-Ṭabarī,  that the single soul, nafs 210

wāḥida, is Ādam.  He then moves on to the interpretation of ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā, by 211

specifying, on the authority of al-Suddī, the verb: jaʿala.  As previously mentioned, this 212

verb may indicate that the first woman was extracted from a pre-existing substance, the 

man.  He also reports, on the authority of al-Suddī, that the mate, zawj, is Ḥawwāʾ and, on 213

 H̱urāsān is an area located in northeastern Persia, including parts of Central Asia and Afghanistan.204

 Bauer 2015, 117; Dickinson 2001, 11–14.205

 Dickinson 2001, 11, 41; in this context ḥadīṯ criticism refers to developing tools for evaluating the asānīd; see 206

also Scheiner 2018, 88. 
 Dickinson 2001, 11–12.207

 Koç 2005, 146; the Qurʾānic chapters included are 1–13 and 23–29.208

 Koç 2005, 149–155, 163.209

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 339–340; Ibn Abī Ḥātim adds Muqātil to whom, as pointed out above, al-Ṭabarī 210

does not refer in his own work.
 Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 852.211

 Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 852; similarly, al-Ṭabarī: Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 342.212

 Wadud 1999, 18.213
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the authority of al-Ḍaḥḥāk,  that she was created from Ādam’s backside rib, min ḍilʿi ’l-214

ẖalfi, which was [also] the lowest, min asfali ’l-aḍlāʿi.   215

Ibn Abī Ḥātim continues by presenting a tradition, credited to Ibn ʿAbbās, according to which 

the woman was created from the man, ẖuliqat al-marʾatu mina ’r-rajul, which made her crave 

for men, fa-jaʿala nahmatahā fī ’r-rijāl. Similarly, the man was created from earth, mina ’l-

arḍ, which made him crave for the earth. Ibn Abī Ḥātim concludes with a command: fa-iḥbisū 

nisāʾakum.  The verb ḥabasa can be translated as to obstruct, confine or even imprison – 216

thus, the meaning of  Ibn Abī Ḥātim’s order seems to be “So confine your women!”.  

Lastly, Ibn Abī Ḥātim reports a tradition attributed to Mujāhid according to which Ḥawwāʾ 

was created from a short rib, qaṣīr, of Ādam when he was sleeping, and when he woke up he 

said “aṯṯā” which is “woman” in Syriac, corresponding to the equivalent tradition in al-

Ṭabarī’s commentary.  He adds that the woman is Ḥawwāʾ as reported by several earlier 217

exegetes.  218

Ibn Abī Ḥātim worked with his tafsīr only a few decades after that of al-Ṭabarī. In fact, he 

relied on many of the same sources. He also used quite meticulous asānīd indicating the trans-

mission process. However, the two share only a few of the interpretations in respect of this 

passage: the mate being made using the verb jaʿala and identified as Ḥawwāʾ (al-Suddī) as 

well as Ādam speaking Syriac (Mujāhid). In addition, Ibn Abī Ḥātim brings up a new element 

– and certainly a misogynous one from contemporary perspective – which justifies laws al-

lowing men to keep women indoors. It has been speculated, though, that both of the above 

accounts might be later enhancements attributed to Ibn ʿAbbās.  Nevertheless, the command 219

“Confine your women!” included in Ibn Abī Ḥātim’s account is repeated by several influential 

 al-Ḍaḥḥāk ibn Muzāḥim (d. 724), a transmitter from Ibn ʿAbbās whom also al-Ṭabarī used, although his 214

transmission might be considered weak since he never met Ibn ʿAbbās in person but learned his traditions 
through Saʿīd b. Jubayr (Cooper 1987, xvi); for detailed information, see Gilliot 2013.

 Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 852.215

 Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 852.216

 Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 853; in comparison with al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 341.217

 Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 853.218

 Bauer 2015, 117; referring to al-Ṭabarī: Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 341–342; Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-219

ʿaẓīm, 3: 852.
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exegetes later on: for example, Ibn Kaṯīr (d. 1373) and al-Suyūṭī (d. 1505) referred to this tra-

dition almost half a millennium later. 

3. Abū al-Layṯ Naṣr b. Muḥammad b. Aḥmad b. Ibrāhīm al-Samarqandī (d. 983) 

Abū al-Layṯ al-Samarqandī, also known as Imām al-Hudā, was born in Samarqand. Located 

along the silk road, it was an important center of commercial affairs as well as Muslim schol-

arship of Central Asia. Later, Abū al-Layṯ continued his studies in Balẖ, H̱urāsān. He was a 

Ḥanafī jurist and an influential person in his society.  He was apparently considered as an 220

uncontroversial and ascetic personality.  In addition, Abū al-Layṯ was a productive writer of 221

pervasive religious and ethical material.  222

Abū al-Layṯ’s commentary, Baḥr al-ʿulūm, is one of his most consequential works. He relies  

on traditions ascribed especially to Ibn ʿAbbās and the second caliph, ʿUmar (d. 644), both 

belonging to the ṣaḥāba of the Prophet. As Kūfa was a center of Ḥanafī fiqh, Abū al-Layṯ 

seems to favor the Kūfan recitation of the Qurʾān.  He uses earlier explications as his meth-223

odological tool of exegesis.  Abū al-Layṯ’s work has been cited by later exegetes – for ex-224

ample, al-Qurṭubī (d. 1273), discussed later in this study, often quoted him.  225

The Garden narrative, containing the creation of the first woman and already presented by al-

Ṭabarī and Ibn Abī Ḥātim, was further developed in Abū al-Layṯ’s commentary. In his inter-

pretation of the passage of interest, he first notes that nafs wāḥida means Ādam, and his 

spouse, Ḥawwāʾ, was created from Ādam’s soul, min nafsi Ādama. The author continues by 

reporting that when God created Ādam, and he was placed in the Garden, God imposed a 

 Haron 1994, 320–323; Mangera  2013, 12; for comprehensive biographical information on Abū al-Layṯ, see 220

Mangera’s dissertation study 2013, 12–36.
 Mangera 2013, 13.221

 Schacht 1989.222

  Haron 1994, 324–325223

  Haron 1994, 325; Mangera 2013, 41.224

 Mangera 2013, 41; the author refers to al-Zaqqa, the modern editor of Abū al-Layṯ’s commentary and the 225

writer of an introductory chapter in it.
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sleep on him. He was between sleeping and awake when [God] created Ḥawwāʾ from one of 

his left-hand ribs, min ḍilʿin min aḍlāʿihi ’l-yusrā.  226

The narrative goes on with Ādam waking up and being asked who she was. He replied “a 

woman because she was created from the man”, imraʾatun, li-annahā ẖuliqat mina ’l-marʾi. 

The word imraʾatun, translated as “a woman”, can be read as a derivative of the word al-marʾ 

used, in this sentence, for “the man”. He was then asked about her name and Ādam’s reply 

was “Ḥawwāʾ, because she was created from a living substance”, li-annahā ẖuliqat min ḥayy. 

Abū al-Layṯ further describes what has been said about the color of Ḥawwāʾs lips and its 

connection with her name.  227

Ḥawwāʾs derivative status is evident in this explication – even her proper name is dependent 

on the man. However, it is possible that Abū al-Layṯ does not fully agree with this explication 

himself as he often uses the passive form of the word “to say”: qīla, it is said. Although he 

mentions one source, Ibn ʿAbbās, in the beginning of his interpretation of the whole verse, the 

link between this elaborated narrative and earlier exegetical sources remains vague. It is also 

remarkable that this account is not further cited by later commentators of the present study.  228

It is possible that the peculiarity of this narrative reflects his geographical location at the bor-

der area of the ʿAbbāsid empire. In fact, historical conditions have been suggested to have 

played an important role in his distinctive literary work.  229

4. Abū al-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. Aḥmad al-Wāḥidī al-Naysābūrī (d. 1076) 

Al-Wāḥidī was a Šāfiʿī scholar from Nīšāpūr, H̱urāsān, representing the Nīšāpūrī school of 

tafsīr and being the last of its three famous exegetes.  His ancestry might have been origin-230

 Abū al-Layṯ, Baḥr al-ʿulūm, 1: 328–329.226

 Abū al-Layṯ, Baḥr al-ʿulūm, 1: 328–329.227

 However, a Persian commentator Maybudī (d. 1126), representing a more esoteric genre of tafsīr, has some 228

similarities to Abū al-Layṯ’s explication, according to Bauer 2015, 118–119. Maybudī wrote his commentary in 
Persian and he is, therefore, excluded from this study.

 Haron 1994, 319–320.229

 Saleh 2006, 225.230
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ally Christian.  He attended classes of adab, various areas of humanities, and naḥw, Arabic 231

grammar, as a boy. Eventually, he became a student of a well-known mufassir, al-Ṯaʿlabī (d. 

1035), in many parts continuing his teacher’s work.  Al-Wāḥidī seems to have been at the 232

center of the intellectual life of his time also producing significant literary works.  233

Al-Wāḥidī wrote three different Qurʾānic commentaries: al-Wajīz (a short commentary), al-

Wasīṭ (a middle commentary), and most importantly al-Basīṭ, his most comprehensive com-

mentary. In addition, he is acknowledged for his work on the occasions of Qurʾānic revela-

tions, Asbāb al-nuzūl.  Tafsīr al-basīṭ, chosen for this study, is one of the earliest extensive 234

philological commentaries on the Qurʾān still known today. Al-Wāḥidī himself lists his educa-

tion in grammar, literature, prosody, and lexicography in the introductory chapter of his tafsīr. 

He completed his work in the atmosphere of flourishing Sunnī and Ašʿarī thought. Faẖr al-

Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 1210), discussed later in this study, used al-Basīṭ as a major source for his own 

exegesis. Similarly, al-Zamaẖšarī (d. 1144), discussed next, was influenced by the work of al-

Wāḥidī.  235

Al-Wāḥidī begins his commentary on the passage of interest by referring to the poem, earlier 

presented by al-Ṭabarī,  as an explanation to the grammatical mismatch of the feminine nafs 236

and masculine Ādam. He further states that the single soul is Ādam, as also mentioned by al-

Ṭabarī and Ibn Abī Ḥātim in the form of three traditions attributed to early transmitters.  Al-237

Wāḥidī seems to take their authority for granted as he does not refer to them by name.  238

Next, al-Wāḥidī writes that the created mate, zawj, is Ḥawwāʾ who was created from one of 

Ādam’s ribs, min ḍilʿin min aḍlāʿi Ādama,  corresponding to the tradition previously cited 239

 Sellheim 2002; this encyclopedic article has been criticized for its potential mistakes by Saleh (2006, 228).231

 Sellheim 2002; as al-Wāḥidī further developed al-Ṯaʿlabī’s exegesis, the latter is not discussed separately in 232

this study – for reference, al-Ṯaʿlabī’s interpretation on the passage of interest only names the nafs as Ādam and 
its zawj as his counterpart mentioned in two suwar, Ḥawwāʾ.

 Saleh 2006, 225.233

 Saleh 2006, 224–225; Sellheim 2002.234

 Saleh 2006, 224–227, 231.235

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 340.236

 Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 852; al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 341.237

 al-Wāḥidī, Tafsīr al-basīṭ, 6: 281.238

 al-Wāḥidī, Tafsīr al-basīṭ, 6: 282.239
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by al-Ṭabarī.  However, al-Wāḥidī adds evidence ascribable to the Prophet himself: the 240

woman is created from a rib, inna ’l-marʾata ẖuliqat min ḍilʿi, so if you attempt to straighten 

her, fa-in ḏahabta tuqīmuhā, you break her, kasartahā, but if you leave the crookedness in it, 

wa-in taraktahā wa-fīhā ʿiwajun, you enjoy her, istamtaʿta bihā. This seems like a slightly 

modified version of an authoritative ḥadīṯ found in the compilation of Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim,  con-241

cluding correspondingly that you should enjoy her as crooked.  Of the studied exegetes, al-242

Wāḥidī is the first to attest his interpretation of this verse with a prophetic tradition, ḥadīṯ.  

5. Abū al-Qāsim Maḥmūd b. ʿUmar al-Zamaẖšarī (d. 1144) 

Al-Zamaẖšarī, also known by the honorific title of Jār Allāh, was a well-known Ḥanafī schol-

ar. His life was shadowed by being lame as his left food had been amputated.  Nevertheless, 243

he became proficient in the area of Arabic linguistics and Qurʾānic exegesis. He was born in 

H̱wārazm, western Central Asia. Although al-Zamaẖšarī was of Persian origin, he mastered 

Arabic language which he also used in his work. In fact, he considered Arabic as the language 

chosen by God, and he also produced literary works on Arabic grammar.  244

Al-Zamaẖšarī visited Makka several times. It was, indeed, there where he started to write his 

linguistically orientated Qurʾānic commentary, al-Kaššāf ʿan ġawāmiḍ ḥaqāʾiq al-tanzīl wa-

ʿuyūn al-aqāwīl fī wujūh al-taʾwīl.  The author emphasized the esthetic values of the Qurʾān 245

offering semantic and rhetorical analyses and avoiding too many details.  In spite of repre-246

senting Muʿtazilīs, one of the most important theological schools of Islam giving primacy to 

reason as opposed to revelation, al-Zamaẖšarī's commentary has been depicted as quite tradi-

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 339–340.240

 Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim: ḥadiṯ 3466 – available at https://muflihun.com/muslim/8/3466.241

 al-Wāḥidī, Tafsīr al-basīṭ, 6: 282.242

 Lane 2006, 13.243

 Versteegh 2002; for a comprehensive dissertation study discussing al-Zamaẖšarī’s life and specifically his 244

Qurʾānic exegesis, see Ullah 2013.
 Abdul-Raof 1999, 177; Ullah 2013, 1, 48.245

 Abdul-Raof 1999, 176–177.246
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tional.  However, in the light of its dogmatic framework, al-Kaššāf represents Muʿtazilī exe-247

gesis.  248

Al-Kaššāf was commentated extensively by subsequent generations. Many of these scholars 

opposed al-Zamaẖšarī’s Muʿtazilī approach whereas some annotated its lexicographical, 

grammatical, and eloquent style in a positive light.  One of the most influential responses 249

was that of an Ašʿarī scholar, Faẖr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 1210), introduced next. Of the exegetes 

included in the present study, Abū Ḥayyān al-Andalusī (d. 1344) and Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyūṭī (d. 

1505), too, criticized his work. However, a well-known exegete, al-Bayḍāwī (d. 1286), sum-

marizes al-Zamaẖšarī’s exegesis with an Ašʿarī tone in his own commentary, Anwār al-tanzīl 

wa-asrār al-taʾwīl.  250

As to the passage of interest in the present study, al-Zamaẖšarī states first that all humans 

descend from the same father, the first human being: Ādam. From the single soul from which 

[God] created it, he created its mate. He clarifies that [God] subdivided you (pl.) from this 

single soul, which was created from dust, turāb, and he created its mate, Ḥawwāʾ, from one of 

its ribs, min ḍilʿin min aḍlāʿihā.  This multidimensional account can be seen to reflect a 251

philosophic turn in the genre of tafsīr. Nevertheless, al-Zamaẖšarī utilizes the rib story – with-

out reference to any textual sources – to attest his interpretation. 

It is noteworthy that al-Zamaẖšarī uses a feminine possessive suffix -hā (translated here as 

“it”) in connection with the words “mate” and “ribs”, most likely referring to the feminine 

noun, nafs. However, as he was an expert in Arabic grammar, it seems surprising that he does 

not give a more explicit explanation with respect to the use of the feminine adjective wāḥida 

in case of a man, Ādam. 

 Bauer 2008, 203; the author refers to A. Lane (2006).247

 Ullah 2013; this is the outcome of the author’s dissertation study examining al-Kaššāf – the author presents 248

“five principles” in terms of which he depicts al-Kaššāf as dogmatically Muʿtazilī work.
 Ullah 2013, 293–313.249

 Ullah 2013, 12; as already mentioned, al-Bayḍāwī’s commentary can be depicted as a synopsis of al-Kaššāf 250

and, therefore, it is excluded from the present study.
 al-Zamaẖšarī, al-Kaššāf, 2: 5.251
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6. Abū ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad b. ʿUmar Faẖr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 1210) 

Faẖr al-Dīn al-Rāzī was from al-Rayy, H̱urāsān. His father, representing Šāfiʿī school of juris-

prudence and Ašʿarī view of theology, was a local ẖāṭib, preacher, hence his other name, Ibn 

al-H̱āṭib. Al-Rāzī studied with his father and adhered accordingly in terms of legal and theo-

logical schools. He travelled widely in Persia, India, and Central Asia associating with other 

religious scholars. He opposed particularly the Muʿtazilīs of H̱wārazm. The literary work of 

al-Rāzī is extensive and outstandingly manifold: it comprises religious disciplines – theology, 

exegesis, philosophy, and jurisprudence – as well as medicine and astronomy.  252

Al-Rāzī’s Qurʾānic commentary, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, also known as Mafātīḥ al-ġayb, is a 

lengthy philosophical rumination representing tafsīr bi-’l-raʾy.  It has been seen as a re-253

sponse to al-Zamaẖšarī’s Muʿtazilī-considered work.  However, his commitment solely to 254

Ašʿarī views has been questioned.  Al-Rāzī often presents his interpretative ideas in the 255

form of a question, masʾala, offering different opinions in the answers following each ques-

tion.  His textual output greatly influenced later Islamic tradition, notably also that of the 256

Šīʿī branch of Islam.  257

In terms of the passage of interest in the present study, al-Rāzī suggests, based on the “opin-

ion of Muslims”, that the concept of nafs wāḥida refers to Ādam.  He presents the ẖalīfa 258

poem, previously cited by al-Ṭabarī and al-Wāḥidī,  to confirm that the feminine word nafs 259

and its subsequent attribute wāḥida can encompass a masculine meaning, Ādam.  Al-Rāzī’s 260

explication of ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā is more complicated. He states several points regarding 

the matter: 

 Anawati 1991, 751–753; Shihadeh 2006, 4–5 (constructed from large bibliographical material).252

 Anawati 1991, 754; for a comprehensive study on al-Rāzī’s exegesis and theology, see Jaffer 2015.253

 Abou-Bakr 2015, 49.254

 Jaffer 2015, 54.255

 Anawati 1991, 754.256

 Jaffer 2015, 2.257

 al-Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, 9: 166.258

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 340; al-Wāḥidī, Tafsīr al-basīṭ, 6: 281.259

 al-Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, 9: 166.260
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Firstly, according to al-Rāzī, the majority view is that the mate, zawj, is Ḥawwāʾ and she was 

created from one of his [Ādam’s] left-hand ribs, min ḍilʿin min aḍlāʿihi ’l-yusrā, the phrasing 

being identical to that of Abū al-Layṯ.  Accordingly, this was done when Ādam was asleep. 261

When he woke up and saw her, he liked Ḥawwāʾ because she was created from a part of him, 

min juzʾin min ajzāʾihi.  In fact, al-Rāzī is the first one of the commentators examined in 262

this study to describe Ādam’s feelings towards Ḥawwāʾ. 

To support the notion above, al-Rāzī presents a prophetic tradition according to which the 

woman is created from a crooked rib, min dilʿin aʿwajin, so if one tries to straighten it, he will 

break it, but if one leaves it crooked, he enjoys her. The ḥadīṯ is similar to the one previously 

presented by al-Wāḥidī,  and it correspondingly resembles a narration available in Ṣaḥīḥ 263

Muslim.  However, al-Rāzī does not mention other sources but a saying by the Prophet.  264 265

This seems to be a widespread feature in citing aḥādīṯ, supposedly considered common know-

ledge. 

Secondly, al-Rāzī presents an interpretation which he indicates being preferred by Abū Mus-

lim al-Iṣfahānī who was – noteworthily – a Muʿtazilī scholar. According to it, the meaning of 

ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā is comparable to that of min jinsihā, from its type, equivalent to min 

anfusikum, translatable as “from among yourselves” in several Qurʾānic passages (16:72, 

42:11, 3:164 and 9:128).  266

Next, the author quotes al-Qāḍī, “Judge”, suggested by Bauer to be the Ašʿarī theologian and 

jurist al-Bāqillānī (d. 1013),  who claims that the first of the two remarks above is “better” 267

since it confirms God’s saying ẖalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin. He goes on by pointing out 

that if Ḥawwāʾ had been created initially, people would have been created from two souls, 

min nafsayn, and not from one. He writes that it is possible to respond to this with an idea of 

the preposition min meaning original creation, li-ibtidāʾi ’l-ġāya, and if the beginning of crea-

 Abū al-Layṯ, Baḥr al-ʿulūm, 1: 328.261

 al-Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, 9: 167.262

 al-Wāḥidī, Tafsīr al-basīṭ, 6: 282.263

 Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim: ḥadiṯ 3466 – available at https://muflihun.com/muslim/8/3466.264

 al-Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, 9: 167.265

 al-Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, 9: 167.266

 Bauer 2015, 131.267
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tion comprised Ādam, it is true that people were created from a single soul. Furthermore, God 

is capable of creating Ādam from dust so he must be capable of creating Ḥawwāʾ from dust, 

as well. He wonders what would be the benefit of creating Ḥawwāʾ from one of Ādam’s 

ribs.  The last point is novel in Sunnī exegesis and previously presented only by Šīʿī com-268

mentators.  This might, in part, explain the subsequent popularity of al-Rāzī’s work among 269

the Šīʿī denomination.  

Al-Rāzī answers the aforementioned rhetorical question by citing Ibn ʿAbbās: Ādam was 

created from the surface of the earth, min adīmi ’l-arḍi, therefore, named as Ādam. Likewise, 

the woman was created from one of his ribs, i.e., from a living substance, min šaiʾin ḥayyin, 

thus, she is called Ḥawwāʾ.  The overall impression is that al-Rāzī tends to settle to this 270

interpretation which does not, however, bring further development to the Garden narrative. 

As al-Rāzī shared his geographic and juristic background with Ibn Abī Ḥātim, deceased al-

most 300 years earlier, he was influenced by the work of this predecessor of his. However, in 

terms of the account of interest, he does not refer to Ibn Abī Ḥātim as a source, neither does 

he cite identical traditions. This may be due to the changing methodology of tafsīr. Indeed, he 

presents fresh philosophical elements to the debate over the details of creation. 

7. Abū ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad b. Aḥmad al-Anṣārī al-Qurṭubī (d. 1273) 

The well-known Andalusian religious scholar al-Qurṭubī was, in accordance with his name, 

from Cordoba.  After the capture of Cordoba by the Christians in 1236, he left for Egypt to 271

study tafsīr and aḥādīṯ, and he also died there.  Al-Qurṭubī followed the Mālikī school of 272

jurisprudence – he is actually the only commentator discussed in this study to represent this 

affiliation – and he had his main scholarly interest in legal issues. This can also be seen in his 

 al-Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, 9: 167.268

 Bauer 2015, 131.269

 al-Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, 9: 167.270

 Ar. Qurṭuba.271

 Abou-Bakr 2015, 50; Arnaldez 1986.272
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Qurʾānic commentary, al-Jāmiʿ li-aḥkām al-Qurʾān,  which discusses the legal effects of 273

each verse, even when not directly obvious.  Concerning the short passage of interest in this 274

study, however, this is not quite as evident. Nevertheless, his exegetic work has been referred 

to as rich and salutary.  The primary source for al-Qurṭubī’s exegesis are aḥādīṯ,  but he 275 276

also refers to classical poetry.  277

Although generally providing an extensively detailed exegesis,  with only little indications 278

of what should be preferred,  al-Qurṭubī discusses the passage of interest quite briefly. First, 279

he pays attention to the grammatical fact that the attribute wāḥida is dependent on the gram-

matical gender of the noun nafs, although the meaning in this context is masculine. Next, he 

suggests that it is also permissible to use the attribute in its masculine form, wāḥid, as the 

single soul refers to Ādam, and this has also been done by earlier exegetes and transmitted by 

Mujāhid and Qatāda, al-Qurṭubī writes.  In fact, al-Ṭabarī introduced this idea almost 400 280

years earlier.  281

Al-Qurṭubī cites a tradition, attributed to Mujāhid, that Ḥawwāʾ was created from the shortest 

rib [of Ādam], min quṣayrā. The diminutive term quṣayrā is the same as used by al-Ṭabarī 

who also attributed a similar tradition to Mujāhid.  Furthermore, al-Qurṭubī quotes an un-282

specified prophetic ḥadīṯ according to which the woman was created from a crooked rib, min 

ḍilʿin ʿawjāʾ.  Interestingly, the attribute “crooked” is here in its feminine form, ʿawjāʾ, un-283

like in a comparable ḥadīṯ reported by al-Rāzī who uses a masculine form of the word, aʿwaj, 

in an identical context.  This discrepancy is hardly explainable by syntactic details so the 284

feminine form may symbolize an inalienable connection which he possibly saw between the 

rib and the woman. 

 Eng. “The Comprehensive Legal Rulings of the Qurʾān”.273

 Arnaldez 1986, 512; Bewley 2003, xv.274

 Arnaldez 1986, 512.275

 Abdul-Raof 1999, 177; Lala 2012, 40.276

 Abdul-Raof 1999, 177.277

 Abdul-Raof 1999, 177.278

 Rippin 2000, 85.279

 al-Qurṭubī, al-Jāmiʿ li-aḥkām, 6: 6.280

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 339–340.281

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 341.282

 al-Qurṭubī, al-Jāmiʿ li-aḥkām, 6: 6.283

 al-Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, 9: 167.284
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Otherwise, al-Qurṭubī’s explication does not add to the Garden narrative. His sententious style 

of interpreting the passage might, instead, reflect the self-evident way in which the nafs was 

understood as Ādam and the zawj as Ḥawwāʾ, enriched by the notion of the crooked rib, a 

symbol of male-dependence and the derivative status of women. 

8. Abū Ḥayyān al-Andalusī – Aṯīr al-Dīn Muḥammad b. Yūsuf al-Ġarnāṭī (d. 1344) 

Abū Ḥayyān was a versatile scholar born in Granada,  al-Andalus. He was a philologist as 285

well as a religious scholar of tafsīr, aḥādīṯ and fiqh.  He specialized in Arabic grammar and 286

wrote a total of 65 manuscripts. Abū Ḥayyān travelled around the Islamic world for a decade 

and settled in Egypt to teach Qurʾānic science – he taught at the biggest mosque of Cairo.   287

Abū Ḥayyān first followed the Ẓāhirī school of fiqh, according to the geographical area of his 

birth. Later in his life, however, he adhered to Šāfiʿī jurisprudence. He is known to have op-

posed Muʿtazilī views, especially those of al-Zamaẖšarī, discussed earlier in the present study. 

In his extensive commentary, al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ, Abū Ḥayyān seems to slightly prefer literal 

reading of the Qurʾānic verses.  288

Abū Ḥayyān elaborates lengthily the explication of the passage of interest. He declares evi-

dent that Ḥawwāʾ was created, in the beginning, from his [Ādam’s] soul, min nafsihi, repre-

senting the origin from which she was produced, unšiʾat minhu.  Like many other exegetes 289

from al-Ṭabarī onwards, Abū Ḥayyān names Ibn ʿAbbās, Mujāhid, al-Suddī, and Qatāda as 

his evidence. Still referring to these early narrators, he specifies that God created Ādam 

solitary in the Garden. When he was sleeping, God pulled out one of his short ribs from his 

left side, aḥada aḍlāʿihi ’l-quṣrā min šimālihi, or from the right side, and created Ḥawwāʾ 

from it.  Abū Ḥayyān is the only one of the commentators selected for the study to use the 290

 Ar. Ġarnāṭa.285

 Saad 2012, 4181–4183.286

 Ar. al-Qāhira; Glazer 1989.287

 Saad 2012, 4183.288

 From našaʾa, form IV, passive: to become produced.289

 Abū Ḥayyān, al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ, 3: 163.290
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word šimāl for the left side – all the other ones use a derivative of yasira, a verb meaning “to 

be easy” and, thus, having a potential positive connotation. 

Abū Ḥayyān continues by citing Ibn ʿAṭiyya, who has confirmed the narrative above, by re-

ferring to a prophetic ḥadīṯ according to which the woman was created from the most crooked 

rib, so if one straightens her, he will break her, and breaking her indicates divorce, wa-

kasruhā ṭalāquhā.  The given narrative resembles a ḥadīṯ in the collection of Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim 291

– however, Abū Ḥayyān quotes only the end of it.  He concludes that this is likely to be a re-292

presentation of the turmoil of their (f.) character, li-iḍṭirābi aẖlāqihinna, and unstable state, 

wa-kawnihinna lā yaṯbutna ʿalā ḥālatin wāḥida, which is stubbornness, ṣaʿbātu ’l-mirās.  293

This is the most evident account of the studied ones to link dubious characteristics of women 

to the creation story. 

Next, Abū Ḥayyān presents a citation by Abū Muslim according to which the meaning of 

ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā is comparable to that of min jinsihā, from its type.  This explication 294

has been previously introduced by al-Rāzī in his philosophically orientated work.  In fact, 295

Abū Ḥayyān also gives another deliberation included in al-Rāzī’s tafsīr: that of al-Qāḍī, 

claiming that if Ḥawwāʾ had been created initially, people would have been created from two 

souls, nafsayn, and not from a single one. The quote, looking like a direct extract from al-

Rāzī’s commentary, ends with a conclusion that God is capable of creating Ḥawwāʾ from 

dust, as well.  296

Abū Ḥayyān takes a direct quote from al-Zamaẖšarī’s commentary, too, borrowing the con-

cept of a single soul, created from dust, turāb, subdividing people from this single soul from 

which God created its mate Ḥawwāʾ, from a rib.  It seems that the intention of the commen-297

tator is to explain the controversies over the matter, but, nevertheless, he concludes that the 

most apparent doctrine, ẓāhiru qawlin, is the one attributed to Ibn ʿAbbās according to which 

 Abū Ḥayyān, al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ, 3: 163.291

 Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim: ḥadiṯ 3467 – available at https://muflihun.com/muslim/8/3467.292

 Abū Ḥayyān, al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ, 3: 163.293

 Abū Ḥayyān, al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ, 3: 163.294

 al-Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, 9: 167.295

 Abū Ḥayyān, al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ, 3: 163; in comparison, see also al-Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, 9: 167.296

 Abū Ḥayyān, al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ, 3: 163; in comparison, see also al-Zamaẖšarī, al-Kaššāf, 2: 5.297
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Ḥawwāʾ was created when Ādam was in the Garden, ẖuliqat wa-Ādamu fī ’l-Janna. Thus, 

Abū Ḥayyān seems to take the rib narrative for granted.  298

9. Ibn Kaṯīr – ʿImād al-Dīn Abū al-Fidāʾ Ismāʿīl b. ʿUmar al-Dimašqī (d. 1373) 

Ibn Kaṯīr was a Šāfiʿī scholar born in Boṣrā, Syria. He moved and studied in Damascus where 

he also died.  He was a student of a famous scholar, Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328), sometimes 299

even accused of being the teacher’s spokesperson in his own works.  Due to the turbulent 300

political situation in the Middle East, they both attempted to revive the Islam they considered 

as original.  Ibn Kaṯīr had a long career in the Syrian ʿulamāʾ.  He was a diligent writer, 301 302

one of his most influential works being the great history of Islam, al-Bidāya wa-’l-nihāya. He 

also contributed remarkably to the science of aḥādīṯ.  303

Ibn Kaṯīr’s traditional Qurʾānic commentary, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, uses intertextual style 

of exegesis providing some details on legal matters.  It can be depicted as a reaction to his 304

Šāfiʿī–Ašʿarī fellows, immersing theological and figurative quiddity into their works.  Ibn 305

Kaṯīr engages particularly to likewise affiliated Faẖr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 1209) discussed above. 

The work exemplifies the author’s wide knowledge of aḥādīṯ. He investigated al-Ṭabarī’s and 

Ibn Abī Ḥātim’s traditions, carefully selecting the ones he considered as the most authentic 

and theologically sound ones.  Ibn Kaṯīr's attitude is conservative which can be seen in 306

many parts of his commentary. However, his exegesis has been influential for centuries. 

Unlike many other exegetes discussed in this study, Ibn Kaṯīr does not use grammatical analy-

sis or classical poetry.  This can be seen also in his explication of the passage of interest. He 307

 Abū Ḥayyān, al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ, 3: 163.298

 Ar. Dimašq; Laoust 1986, 817.299

 Mirza 2014, 1–2; for a detailed discussion on the matter, see Mirza’s dissertation study (2012), the outcome 300

of which is that the two represented different types of traditionalism.
 Pregill 2018, 109–110.301
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 Laoust 1986, 817–818.303
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 Mirza 2014, 1–2.305

 Mirza 2012, 183, 191–192.306
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begins with statements without any references. First, the nafs wāḥida is Ādam. Next, he inter-

prets ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā as the creation of Ḥawwāʾ, created from his [Ādam’s] left back-

side rib, min ḍilʿihi ’l-aysari min ẖalfihi, when Ādam was sleeping. As he woke up and saw 

her, she pleased him and he found her entertaining: fa-aʿjabathu fa-ānasa ilayhā.  Notably, 308

Ibn Kaṯīr uses a derivative of the verb yasira, previously interpreted – and translated – with 

regard to left side. However, aysar can also be translated as “negligible” giving a potential 

negative nuance attributable to women.  309

Ibn Kaṯīr does not give sources for the previous statement. However, he continues by referring 

to Ibn Abī Ḥātim (d. 938) who had earlier transmitted a tradition, ascribed to Ibn ʿAbbās, ac-

cording to which the woman was created from the man which made her crave for men, where-

as the man was created from earth which made him crave for the earth. As did Ibn Abī 

Ḥātim,  Ibn Kaṯīr concludes with a command to confine women:  Iḥbisū nisāʾakum! This 310 311

deduction is brought up again after 400 years – it was not mentioned, for example, by pre-

vious Šāfiʿī scholars discussed in this study, al-Wāḥidī (d. 1076) and al-Rāzī (d. 1149). 

Next, Ibn Kaṯīr cites a ḥadīṯ according to which the woman is created from a rib, and the most 

crooked part of the rib is its upper portion, inna aʿwaja šayʾin fī ’ḍ-ḍilʿi aʿlāhu, so if one tries 

to straighten it, he will break it, and if one is to enjoy her, he should do so even though she has 

crookedness, istamtaʿta bihā wa-fīhā ʿiwajun. He announces the given ḥadīṯ being ṣaḥīḥ, au-

thentic, but does not specify it any further.  In fact, the quote seems to be a mixture of two 312

narrations included in Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim from which the author has taken selective material. For 

example, he has dropped the beginning and the end of the latter one containing an advice to 

take care of the women.  This might well reflect his patriarchal views. In any case, Ibn 313

Kaṯīr’s extensive use of prophetic traditions has been suggested to mark a change in the au-

thoritative sources of tafsīr.  314

 Ibn Kaṯīr, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 333.308

 Also al-Ṭabarī used the same term in Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 342.309

 Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 852.310

 Ibn Kaṯīr, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 333.311

 Ibn Kaṯīr, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 333.312

 Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim: ḥadīṯān 3466 and 3468 – available at https://muflihun.com/muslim/8/3466 and https://313

muflihun.com/muslim/8/3468.
 Bauer 2015, 120.314
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10. Abū al-Faḍl ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Abī Bakr – Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyūṭī (d. 1505) 

Al-Suyūṭī was a polymath born in Cairo, Egypt, where he grew up in an academic and reli-

gious environment. Like his Persian father, he was a Šāfiʿī, widely studying religious sciences 

and Arabic. Al-Suyūṭī was a teacher as well as a productive writer and he gained popularity all 

over the Islamic world.  He might have written almost a thousand manuscripts, composing 315

also a well-known Qurʾānic commentary, al-Durr al-manṯūr fī tafsīr al-maʾṯūr.  316

Al-Suyūṭī’s al-Durr was aimed to comprise solely traditions and aḥādīṯ without his own 

comments. Thus, it clearly represents the style of tafsīr bi-’l-maʾṯūr. He advocated his choice 

by stating that the traditions are an essential basis for reason-based exegesis. Al-Suyūṭī col-

lected his material from a manifold of sources, preferring 1st-century authorities and 2nd-cen-

tury compilations. Of the four exegetes, emphasized in his own description of the commen-

tary, two are included in the present study: al-Ṭabarī (d. 923) and Ibn Abī Ḥātim (d. 938).  317

This is, indeed, also evident in the case of the passage of interest. Naturally, his choice over 

the material picked to compile his commentary contains a personal tone. 

In terms of nafs wāḥida in the passage of interest, al-Suyūṭī quotes two traditions. The first, 

attributed to Ibn ʿAbbās, states briefly min Ādama, from Ādam, and the second one, ascribed 

to Mujāhid, is even more concise: Ādam. The author mentions that the latter was transmitted 

by al-Ṭabarī and Ibn Abī Ḥātim.  For the interpretation of ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā, al-Suyūṭī 318

lists several traditions: 

First, on the authority of Ibn ʿAbbās, al-Suyūṭī states that [God] created Ḥawwāʾ from the 

shortest rib of [Ādam], quṣayrā aḍlāʿihi. The same term was earlier used by al-Ṭabarī and al-

Qurṭubī both of whom, however, attributed the tradition to Mujāhid.  As a matter of fact, al-319

Suyūṭī’s second tradition, indeed attributed to Mujāhid, gives the same terms. In addition, just 

 Haywood 1997, 913.315

 Eng. “The Scattered Pearls of Tradition-based Exegesis”; Haywood 1997, 914; for a comprehensive 316

introduction to al-Suyūṭī’s exegetic work, see Ally’s dissertation study (2012).
 Ally 2012, ii, 50, 60–67.317

 al-Suyūṭī, al-Durr al-manṯūr, 4: 209.318

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 341; al-Qurṭubī, al-Jāmiʿ li-aḥkām, 6: 6.319
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like quoted by al-Ṭabarī and Ibn Abī Ḥātim,  he mentions this having been done while 320

Ādam was sleeping, and when he woke up he said “woman”, aṯṯā, in Syriac.  321

The third tradition, attributed to Ibn ʿAmr, reports that Ḥawwāʾ was created from the left side 

of Ādam’s back, min ẖalfi Ādama ’l-aysar. Like al-Ṭabarī and Ibn Kaṯīr, al-Suyūṭī uses the 

term aysar which may be interpreted with a negative nuance attributable to women. Most in-

terestingly, he adds that a demonic woman, imraʾatu iblīsa, was [also] created from his back 

and left-hand side.  The narrative does not mention a rib, but anatomically it is equivalent to 322

the rib story. As a whole, this tradition adds remarkably to the Garden narrative as it seems to 

juxtapose the creation of Ḥawwāʾ and a she-devil. It is noteworthy that neither this tradition 

nor its source, Ibn ʿAmr, has been mentioned in any of the other commentaries discussed 

above. 

On the authority of al-Ḍaḥḥāk and transmitted by Ibn Abī Ḥātim,  the fourth tradition spec-323

ifies that [God] created Ḥawwāʾ from Ādam, from the lowest rib at the back: min Ādama, min 

ḍilʿi ’l-ẖalfi, wa-huwa min asfali aḍlāʿ.  The fifth tradition, attributed to Ibn ʿAbbās and 324

transmitted by Ibn Abī Ḥātim,  states that the woman was created from the man, ẖuliqat al-325

marʾatu mina ’r-rajul, which made her crave for men, fa-jaʿala nahmatahā fī ’r-rijāl – to this 

he adds a command to confine women: fa-iḥbisū nisāʾakum! Only after this the author com-

pares this feature to that of the man: he was created from earth which made him crave for 

earth.  Although the sequence of the details included in the tradition is different, the overall 326

message is exactly the same as transmitted earlier by Ibn Abī Ḥātim and Ibn Kaṯīr: you should 

keep your women indoors.  327

 al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 6: 341; Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 853.320

 al-Suyūṭī, al-Durr al-manṯūr, 4: 209.321

 al-Suyūṭī, al-Durr al-manṯūr, 4: 209.322

 Ibn Abī Ḥātim, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm, 3: 852; al-Suyūṭī presents a direct quote.323

 al-Suyūṭī, al-Durr al-manṯūr, 4: 209.324
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Tafsīr al-Jalālayn 

In al-Suyūṭī’s other commentary work, Tafsīr al-Jalālayn, composed together with his teacher 

Jalāl al-Dīn Muḥammad b. Aḥmad al-Maḥallī (d. 1459),  the passage of interest in the pres-328

ent study is interpreted laconically: “ẖalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin, Ādam, wa-ẖalaqa min-

hā zawjahā, Ḥawwāʾ, from one of his left ribs”.  As by far the shortest and easiest to read,  329 330

this commentary remained at the center of Sunnī religious education for centuries, and it is 

still often referred to. It symbolizes, with its meager simplicity, the essence of the metamor-

phosis of Islamic interpretive tradition: a single (f.) soul (f.) and its (f.) mate (m.) made from it 

(f.) became firmly Ādam, his rib and Ḥawwāʾ. 

 For encyclopedic information on al-Maḥallī, see Pellat 1986.328

 Tafsīr al-Jalālayn, 268.329

 Abdul-Raof 1999, 177.330
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Conclusions – Diachronic Development of the Exegetic Discourse 

Islam has long been accused of solely patriarchal reading of its most sacred text, the Qurʾān. 

During the past century, Biblical texts have been approached in a more gender-sensitive man-

ner, but alternative readings of the Qurʾān have not been widely acknowledged. Recently, 

mainly female scholars have addressed this question, and there is a growing tendency towards 

evaluating Qurʾānic passages in a more egalitarian way. Especially the matter of human crea-

tion is important in interpreting this primary source on the status of woman – it can potentially 

contribute to the modern understanding of the fundament of gender roles in Islam. 

The interpretation of the Qurʾānic verse 4:1 – and the passage of interest in the present study 

in it – has recently been addressed specifically in terms of its potential gender-sensitive read-

ing.  In fact, some modern exegetes do read it in a more abstract manner.  Nevertheless, 331 332

contemporary Muslims tend to have unquestionably accepted the potentially biased piece of 

long-lived interpretive tradition according to which the first woman was created from Ādam’s 

rib and, therefore, secondarily to him. This interpretation has been influenced by early exe-

getic traditions reflecting the religio-cultural milieu, its religious texts and folklore. 

Particularly Jewish and Christian traditions seem to have played an important role in the for-

mation of tafsīr on the matter. 

The interpretation of the passage of interest, i.e., ẖalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin wa-ẖalaqa 

minhā zawjahā, was clearly understood as the creation of the primordial couple in the medie-

val Sunnī tafāsīr examined in this study. Nafs wāḥida, the single soul mentioned in the pas-

sage, was interpreted as the first human creation, named Ādam, in all the interpretative ac-

counts analyzed above. Furthermore, the mate created form this soul, zawj, was interpreted as 

Ḥawwāʾ, although the Qurʾān does not specify the name of Ādam’s spouse. These elaborated 

exegetic suppositions on human creation – evident already during the formative period of 

tafsīr – were further strengthened throughout the classical period. 

 Anwar 2006, 65–71; Arpaguş 2013; Bauer 2008, 24–57; 2015, 101–160; Bronson 2012; 2014; Geissinger 331

2015, 39–41; Hadromi-Allouche 2013; Hassan 1985; 1991; Hasyim 2006, 27–51; Jardim 2014, 58–63; Roded 
2012; Shamsudin & Baharudin 2018; Smith & Haddad 1982; Spellberg 1996, 310–312; Stowasser 1996, 25–38.

 E.g., Muḥammad ʿAbduh (d. 1905) whose commentary work was edited by Rašīd Riḍā in Tafsīr al-Manār, 332

published in 1927.
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The individual exegetic accounts analyzed in the present study seem to be independent on ge-

ographical locations and juristic affiliations of the mufassirūn. There was a clear majority of 

Šāfiʿī scholars, enabling diachronic observation particularly within this maḏhab, but the circu-

lation of their tafāsīr was not restricted solely to advocates of the Šāfiʿī school of law. For 

example, al-Zamaẖšarī as a Ḥanafī was widely commented by later exegetes, such as Abū 

Ḥayyān, first a Ẓāhirī and then a Šāfiʿī. Another example of this is al-Rāzī, a Šāfiʿī scholar 

who used identical phrasings with those of a Ḥanafī, Abū al-Layṯ. 

The diachronic development of medieval Sunnī exegesis on the creation of woman – during 

the 600 years from the 9th to the 15th century – can be divided into three consecutive discur-

sive stages, as previously identified also in connection with another Qurʾānic verse addressing 

gender relations.  The first stage is characterized by normativization of the concept so that 333

nafs wāḥida, single soul, became established as Ādam and the mate created from this soul, 

zawj, as Ḥawwāʾ. This was done along al-Ṭabarī’s, Ibn Abī Ḥātim’s, and Abū al-Layṯ’s inter-

pretative accounts, presenting early traditions, often with meticulous asānīd and, thus, compa-

rable to highly valued ḥadīṯ material.  

During the first discursive stage, the woman was interpreted being created from Ādam’s rib, 

adding details somewhat equivalent to the Biblical Garden narrative. As a whole, the three ex-

egetes depict Ḥawwāʾ being extracted from Ādam's back and left side rib, which was also the 

lowest and shortest, while he was asleep. She was created for the man and with a suspicious 

characteristic of craving for men and, therefore, she should be kept indoors. She is derivative 

of man as even her proper name is dependent on him. 

The second stage in the development of exegetic discourse on the passage consolidated the 

normative concept described above. Al-Wāḥidī, for example, seems to take the earlier ac-

counts for granted, adding evidence from a prophetic tradition, ḥadīṯ. Although al-Zamaẖšarī 

and al-Rāzī introduced a more philosophical tone to the genre of tafsīr, they both conclude, 

despite being from somewhat opposite dogmatic backgrounds, that nafs wāḥida refers to 

 Abou-Bakr 2015.333
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Ādam and zawj to Ḥawwāʾ, created from his rib. With only a few exceptions, they don’t cite 

early exegetes – instead, al-Rāzī gives his interpretation based on the “opinion of Muslims”. 

The rib of this discursive stage became crooked, like women. In spite of al-Qurṭubī’s legalistic 

and precise style, his account concerning the passage of interest remains short and it does not 

add to the narrative elements of the interpretation. This may reflect the self-evident way nafs 

wāḥida was understood as Ādam and the mate, zawj, as Ḥawwāʾ. His phrasing further consol-

idates the inalienable connection between the rib and the woman. 

The third discursive stage is characterized by expanding the concept already normativized and 

consolidated. This is, indeed, evident in Abū Ḥayyān’s lengthy elaboration of the passage, 

clearly adding misogynous notions to earlier interpretations. Although he refers to early Mus-

lim sources of exegesis, his terminology contains new elements with negative connotations in 

conjunction with the primordial woman. He gives a prophetic ḥadīṯ representing, in his opin-

ion, the turmoil of the female character, unstable state and stubbornness. Abū Ḥayyān refers 

specifically to the crookedness of the rib indicating that women have precarious nature. 

Similarly, Ibn Kaṯīr states – without any references – that nafs wāḥida is Ādam and ẖalaqa 

minhā zawjahā means creation of Ḥawwāʾ whom Ādam found entertaining. This explication 

confirms the previous concept of Ḥawwāʾs creation for the man. Already when phrasing her 

creation, Ibn Kaṯīr links negative nuances to her. He also repeats Ibn Abī Ḥātim’s reasoning, 

presented 400 years earlier, to confine the women because of their natural weakness to crave 

for men. Ibn Kaṯīr, a master of aḥādīṯ, gives a selectively modified prophetic tradition on 

woman being the most crooked as the rib she was created from, neglecting the beginning and 

the end of the original traditions containing advice to take care of women. 

Ibn Kaṯīr’s style was further developed in al-Suyūṭī’s explication of the passage. He expanded 

the creation of woman to contain also an identical creation of a she-devil. It is impossible to 

avoid an impression that al-Suyūṭī draws a parallel between women and all kind of abyss and 

perdition. This linkage becomes even clearer as he concludes with the command “iḥbisū 
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nisāʾakum” indicating that you should keep your women indoors and sealing the misogynous 

trajectory of the medieval exegetic discourse. 

Although gender-related interpretations of the Qurʾān have previously been studied diverse-

ly,  the present study is the first one to address specifically the diachronic development of 334

the exegetic discourse present in medieval Sunnī tafāsīr on the creation of woman. The three 

discursive stages, identifiable in the commentary accounts on the passage of ẖalaqakum min 

nafsin wāḥidatin wa-ẖalaqa minhā zawjahā, most likely reflect the changing context of the 

exegetes. As this study focused mainly on linguistic features, further studies are needed to 

evaluate, in more detail, the underlying context-dependent factors and their potential influence 

on the interpretations. Diachronic development of exegetic discourse may also be studied in 

connection, or in comparison, with the Šīʿī denomination. Nonetheless, most thrilling would 

be to apply the theoretical framework of this study to the latter part of the so-called Garden 

narrative: in the Qurʾān,  the primordial pair is equally accused of eating from the forbidden 335

tree – however, in later Islamic interpretive tradition,  it was Ḥawwāʾ who became blamed 336

of this incident as well as the subsequent sorrowful turn in the fate of humankind.  

 As indicated in the chapter “Literature Review – Gender-focused Research within the Genre of Tafsīr”.334

 Qurʾān 2:36, 7:22–23, 20:121.335

 E.g., al-Ṭabarī, Jāmiʿ al-bayān, 1: 560–569; for detailed information in connection with the formative period 336

of tafsīr, see Bronson 2012; 2014.
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Appendix I – Glossary of Arabic Terminology 

adab – knowledge of poetry, rhetoric, grammar, philology, and ancient Arab history 

ahl al-kitāb – “People of the Book”; a collective term for Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians, and 

Sabians, i.e., possessors of divine books 

ahl al-taʾwīl – exegetic authorities 

Ašʿarī – adherent of a school of early Islamic theology, teaching reasoning in understanding 

of the Qurʾān but denying the possibility to deduce moral principles by it, which developed as 

a response to Muʿtazilī theology (see below) and became dominant in Sunnī Islam from the 

10th century onwards 

āya pl. āyāt – Qurʾānic verse; lit. “sign” 

bāṭin – lit. “inner” or “hidden”; refers to esoteric, as opposed to ẓāhir (see below) 

ḍaʿīf  – “weak” ḥadīṯ with respect to the chain of narrators  

fiqh – lit. “understanding”; Muslim jurisprudence or Islamic law, i.e., human effort to know 

the Šarīʿa, divine law (see also maḏhab) 

ġarīb – ḥadīṯ conveyed by only one narrator (in the context of this thesis); lit., e.g., “obscure” 

or “uncommon” 

ḥadīṯ pl. aḥādīṯ – record of the words, habits, actions, and silent approvals of the prophet 

Muḥammad; lit. “report” or “account” 

ḥāfiz – person who knows the Qurʾān and prophetic tradition by heart 
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ẖāṭib – preacher 

ʿilm al-tafsīr – the religious science of systematic exegesis of the Qurʾān 

isnād pl. asānīd – chain of transmitters of a tradition; lit. “support” 

isrāʾīlīyāt – narratives claiming origin in Jewish and Christian traditions, found mainly in 

Qurʾānic commentaries and history compilations 

kalām – Islamic scholastic theology 

maḏhab pl. maḏāhib – school of thought within fiqh; the four main Sunnī maḏāhib are 

Ḥanafī, Ḥanbalī, Mālikī, and Šāfiʿī 

masʾala – lit. “question”, “issue” or “problem” 

mufassir pl. mufassirūn – exegete, i.e., commentator of the Qurʾān  

Muʿtazilī – Islamic school of speculative theology which flourished in al-Baṣra and Baġdād 

during the 8th–10th centuries, emphasizing reason and rational thought, as opposed to 

revelation (see also Ašʿarī) 

naḥw – Arabic grammar 

qiṣaṣ al-anbiyāʾ – lit. “stories of the prophets”; mainly Jewish literary works containing 

isrāʾīlīyāt (see above) 

ṣaḥāba – companions of the prophet Muḥammad 

ṣaḥīḥ – a ḥadīṯ considered authentic, i.e., historically true; lit. “sound” 
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Šīʿī – adherent of an Islamic branch which derives religious code from Muḥammad's 

descendants; ahl al-bayt, “people of the house” 

Sunnī – adherent of an Islamic branch which derives religious code from the exemplary 

behaviour of the prophet Muḥammad; ahl al-sunna wa-’l-jamāʿ 

sūra pl. suwar – Qurʾānic chapter 

tābiʿ pl. tābiʿūn – successor of the Companions, ṣaḥāba, of the prophet Muḥammad 

tābiʿū al-tābiʿīn – successors of the Companions’ successors; see also tābiʿ 

tafsīr pl. tafāsīr – exegesis of the Qurʾān or Qurʾānic commentary by an exegete, mufassir 

tafsīr bi-’l-maʾṯūr – Qurʾānic exegesis based on tradition 

tafsīr bi-’l-raʾy – Qurʾānic exegesis based on rational reasoning and opinion 

taʾwīl – often used as a synonym for tafsīr in the formative period; later, the meaning diverged 

towards a more esoteric interpretation 

ʿulamāʾ – collective of Muslim religious scholars  

umma – collective of Muslim believers, i.e., Muslim community 

ẓāhir – lit.“external” or “manifest”; refers to exoteric, as opposed to bāṭin (see above)  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Appendix II – Table of Biographical Information and Commentaries 

The table presents biographical information (names, years of birth and death, places of birth, 

and primary fiqh affiliations) and the tafāsīr of the ten medieval Sunnī exegetes included in 

the study. The information is given in a chronological order. 

* Ṭabaristan is located in modern northern Iran 
** H̱urāsān is located in modern northern Iran and Afganistan extending to southern part of Central Asia  

name tafsīr birth death place of birth fiqh

al-Ṭabarī Jāmiʿ al-bayān 839 923 Āmul, Ṭabaristan* Šāfiʿī

Ibn Abī Ḥātim Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm 854 938 al-Rayy, H̱urāsān** Šāfiʿī

Abū al-Layṯ Baḥr al-ʿulūm 898 983 Samarqand, Central Asia Ḥanafī 

al-Wāḥidī al-Basīṭ 1003 1076 Nīšāpūr, H̱urāsān Šāfiʿī

al-Zamaẖšarī al-Kaššāf 1075 1144 H̱wārazm, Central Asia Ḥanafī 

al-Rāzī al-Tafsīr al-kabīr = Mafātīḥ al-ġayb 1149 1210 al-Rayy, H̱urāsān Šāfiʿī

al-Qurṭubī al-Jāmiʿ li-aḥkām al-Qurʾān 1214 1273 Cordoba, al-Andalus Mālikī

Abū Ḥayyān  al-Baḥr al-muḥīṭ 1256 1344 Granada, al-Andalus Ẓāhirī 

Ibn Kaṯīr Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿaẓīm 1300 1373 Boṣrā, Syria Šāfiʿī

al-Suyūṭī al-Durr al-manṯūr fī tafsīr al-maʾṯūr 1445 1505 Cairo, Egypt Šāfiʿī
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Epilogue 

واهللا أعلم  
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